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Commodore has been rapped 
by the advertising watchdogs 
after 17 people complained 
about a shortage of peripherals. 

It_was by far the greatest 
number of complaints in the 
computer and ‘software 
category in the latest report 
from the Advertising Standards 
Authority. 

‘Commodore’s national press 
advertising was headed: “What 
do you want, promises or 
peripherals?”” And it went on to 
say: ‘*...some computer 

companies don’t even bother to 
produce a complete range of 
peripherals. The good news is 
Commodore dealers have a 
complete range of peripherals 
available now.”” 

Details of Commodore's 
cassette player were included — 
but the complainants found it 
was not available at their local 

dealers. 
‘Commodore said the advert 

was designed to highlight its full 
range of peripherals but that the 
campaign had resulted in many 
retailers running out of stock. 

All possible steps had been 
taken to despatch cassette units 
to shops throughout the 
country in a bid to meet 
demand. 

Uphoiding the complaints, 
the ASA said Commodore was 
at fault for running a campaign 
where the featured items, in 
these instances, were not in 
stock. 
Commodore was requested to 

take greater care in future. 
‘Acorn Computers was also 

told to take care following four 
complaints about the non- 
availability of its new Electron 
micro. 

‘Advertisements said it was 
available from selected 
branches of W.H. Smith, 
Acorn stockists and by ordering 
‘on the phone. 

‘Acorn said it had anticipated 
being able to meet demand but 
there was a shortage at the time 
of launch. It had withdrawn 
advertisements promptly, but 
not all could be cancelled. 

‘A complaint against Boots 
was not upheld. It concerned an 
advertisement for a Sinclair 
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vouchers 
CAN BE USED FOR 

DIRECT ORDERS — SEE ADS. 

we 
Find the words and you could 
win a share of £1,000-worth of 
K-tel software. Turn to our 
competition page now 

shopsrmammmgrentn 

z: 

There are programs for all 
-these computers in this week's 
issue of Home Computing 
Weekly. All of them haye been 
tested for quality by our 
computer room staff 
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THENENENENENENENENENENENENENENENENENEVEVEVENENENE 
BS oese™tS..... LEVEL 9 ADVENTURES 

BBC 32 COMMODORE 64 SPECTRUM «2x 
LYNX 48k NASCOM 32x ORIC sx ATARI 32x 

REVIEWS 

THE FIRST SILICON DREAM 
/ENTURE 

BALL. 1 
ENENENENENENENENENGNET 

THE.LOROS OF TIME SAGA 
7.101 

Level 9 adventures are av 
shops, or mail order from u 

able at £9.90 from good computer 
10 extra charge. Send order, or SAE 
below - and please describe your for catalogue, to the addres: 

micro. LEVEL 9 COMPUTING 
ycombe, Bucks HP13 5PG 8 

SEVEN ENE WEN EWEN UE NE NE NE NEN NE NEN EWE NEUE NEUE H 

IT'S NEW! THE EMULATOR 
WHAT DOE'S IT D0? 

SPECTRUM=COMMODORE 64 
WHERE CAN I GET ONE? 

READ ON 
SPECIAL OFFER!SAVE £1.00 

Dept HCW 229 Hughenden Road, 

(GTGTETETENETET ETE ENENGIGNEN ENGNG), LEIEIGIENEN 

Video Vault make it possible for you to load SPECTRUM 
SOFTWARE into your COMMODORE 64 with the NEW EMULATOR. 

l] The Emulator translates Spectrum programs intolanguage the _, !=91 YOUR EMULATOR! Qn Oceans top selling 
Commodore 64 understands and microcodes the program to fit Spectrum Game Kong [Rec Price) £5.90 Special Ofer the available memory capacity of the Commodore 64 £490 SAVE £100 when ordering with the Emulator. 

UK & OVERSEAS TRADE ENQUIRIES VERY WELCOME. LOADS BOTH bea te eh ORDER YOUR, 
BASIC AND C = AMAZING EMULATOR PRODUCT IS ONLY AVAILABLE MAIL ORDER s NOW AVAILABLE TO MACHINE CODE TColanooeE ee eee Fs FROM VIDEO VAU! PROGRAMS USERS: 

Dine pp. CTickas 
appropriate 

Address 
Post of to Video Vault, 140 High St. West, Glossop, Derbyshire. Tel HCWI ea aml 
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Final name 
From front page 

companies, including EPROM 
makers Elan Digital Systems 
which took out an injunction 
banning its use in the UK. 

© So, to fill in the weeks while 
Enterprise was quietly 
registered world-wide, the 
computer was renamed the 
Flan, It had the double 
advantages of being quick and 
easy to do — just one stroke 
had to be removed from the E 
in Elan. 

© Enterprise is now the name 
of both the computers and the 
company. The difficulty of the 
name, plus other problems, 
means that the first micros will 
now be in the shops in 
September, five months late. 

Marketing director Mike 
Shirley said: “We have 

Music 
From front page 

select from an on-screen menu. 
The group is now working on 
equipment to interface its two 
guitars in the same way. 

Mr Connor ‘said Mensana 
was developing software for 
two albums for other groups, a 
stage show and a feature film. 
Mensana was so named because 

all. members of the group 
belong to Mensa, the 
association for people with IQs 
of more than 148 — the top two 

per cent, 
They met at a meeting of one 

of Mensa’s sub-groups. 
The man behin 

Spectrum, Sir Clive Sinclair, 
chairman of Sinclair Research, 
is also a Mensa member. 

Mr Connor “He knows 
what we are doing and he sent 
us a letter wishing us good 

Connor said working 
shifts gave him more time to 
devote to Mensana, and added 
“L usually spend’ more time 

inking about systems and 
than I do about bus 

One of Mensana’s future 

projects is to develop a similar 
interface for Sinclair's new 
computer, the QL. 

The other members of 
Mensana are: Greg Houlgate, 
electric guitar, who is. an 
inventor of board games; Chris 
Giles, keyboard synthesiser, 
freelance sound engineer; and 
Steve Ogilvie, saxaphone and 
keyboard synthesiser, a 
presenter on Radio Lollipop, a 
closed-circuit radio network for 
children’s hospitals. 

Mensana, 49 Bramsgrove Rd, 
Edgware, Middx 

looking at the question of an 
international trading name for 
some months. 

“The, court injunction and 
the overseas distributor contact 
we made at the Consumer 
Electronics Show in Las Vegas 
brought the issue into focus. 

“It seemed likely that we 
would encounter problems 
registering the old name not 
only in this country, but around 
the world too. 
“We decided to dispel these 

doubts now, rather than face 
possible legal wrangles over the 
coming months and years.”” 

Mr Shirley said the 64K 
model would be the first in the 
shops and that well-known high 
street chain stores had agreed to 
stock it. 

It would include an inter- 
active demonstration tape and 
he said at least 20 items of 
software’ would be available at 
launch, mostly written by 
Intelligent Software which 
designed the computer’s own 
software. 

Mike Shirley 
Third party software houses 

would be provided with models 
in May to encourage them to 
write for the Enterprise. 

Enterprise has signed a deal 
th Tyneside company 

Welwyn Electronics to make 
150,000 computers in the first 
year and several thousand 
would be available at launch, 
said Mr Shirley. 

Apart from RAM, 
models are identical. The 
features include: Z80A 
processor, typewriter-style 
keyboard with eight function 
keys and small joystick, video 
and sound chips dubbed Nick 
and Dave, built-in word 
processor, cassette recording 
meter, 672 x $12 screen 
resolution with 256 colours at 
one time, four voice, eight 
octave stereo sound through TV 
speaker and expandable RAM, 
up to 3,968K for the 128K 
model. 

Mr. Shirley said Enterprise 
would be producing its own 
peripherals, including badging 
other company’s products. It 
would, for example, be putting 
an Enterprise box around 
another maker's disc drive. 

the two 

Enterprise Computers, 31-37 
Hoxton St, London NI 

From page 3 

ZX81 Special Deal which 
included a cassette with the 
claimed normal price of £4.95. 

Ilustrated was ZX81 VU-File 
and the complainant said that, 
as this usually sold for £7.95, 
was not included in the deal. 

Boots said it was. It had been 
included in initial supplies, but, 
as demand was likely to exceed 
supply, the advertisement said 
“Title ‘subject to availability” 
and referred to £4.95 so as not 
to “over-claim"’. The authority 
commented that it would have 
been clearer to say “at least”” 
£4.95, 

A complaint against Atari 
was upheld over an 
advertisement for the Atari 
600XL which said “RAM” is 
the measurement of a 
computer's power" 

The advertisers said this 
would be generally understood, 
but the ASA disagreed and 
requested that the claim was 
amended in future advertise- 
ments. 

Sinclair Research was asked 
to take care in future over 
claims about the screen display 
of the Spectrum available to 
inexperienced programmers 
using BASIC. 

you could be 
on our pages 
We welcome programs, articles and tips from 

our readers. 

PROGRAMS must always be sent on cassette. 
Listings are helpful, but not necessary. Check 

carefully that they are bug-free. include 
details of what your program does, how it 
works, variables you have used and hints on 

conversion. 

ARTICLES on using home computers should be 
no longer than 2,000 words. Don't worry about 
your writing ability — just try to keep to the 

style in HCW. Articles most likely to be 
published will help our readers made better 
use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 

possibly with programming examples. We will 
convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 

TIPS are short articles, and brief 
programming routines which we can put 
together with others. Your hints can aid 

other computer users. 

An advertisement said the 
resolution was 256 x 192 pixels 
but a complainant said his only 
produced 256 x 176, and the 
manual confirmed this. An 
independent expert told the 
ASA that professionally written 
software using machine code 
used all the graphics capability. 

Standards 
Brook House, 

London 

Advertising 
Authority, 
Torrington Place, 
WCIE 7HN 

Conquer tests of endurance and 
skill or you'll end up as a 
human sacrifice. That’s the 
theme of a new game, Aztec 
Challenge, just out for the 
Commodore 64 from Audio- 
genic. 

There are seven levels — plus 
two additional phases — and 
the action takes place in 
the ancient pyramid of 
Tenochitlan. 

‘Aztec Challenge costs £8.95 
or £12.95 on disc. 

Audiogenic, PO Box 88, Read- 
ing, Berks 

Competitive rates are paid. 

Keep a copy of your submissions and include 
an SAE if you want them returned. Label 
everything clearly and give a daytime and 

home phone number if you can. 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 
No.1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB 
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“Why are girls not interested in computing?”, bemoans the 
industry, belatedly realising that Man comes in two models and 
that only 50 per cent of the market has been tapped. 

Plans have clearly been made for our seduction and hints of 
the approach are already appearing, sadly reminiscent of TV’s 
old ideas of “women’s programmes 

“Bright, colourful graphics”, they say. Man has always felt 
that women see things differently. Presumably it’s the manly 
thing to like dull black and white. ‘You don’t see the nasties!” 
Oh, goodness! I mean, if we saw this graphic representation of a 
Dragon or something we might scream or even faint right away. 

‘On the other hand, it’s apparently all right to expect us to 
kill these unseen monsters if we want to win the game. And, let's 
face it, in the present state of graphic art it takes a lot of 
‘goodwill in the eye of the beholder, male or female, to accept 
what appears as what it is said to be. Some of them may be 
Srightful, but frightening they're not. 

Isn’t it about time men learned the real facts of life? 
Apart from the obvious, there is absolutely no difference 

between little boys and little girls, Some, of both sexes, will like 
football, fighting and eating and hate baths and going to bed. 
Some, of both sexes, like reading, embroidery, cooking, 
dressing up and playing with Action Man, 

Little girls can be just as violent as girls, as many a mother 
with a beat-up son can confirm. And, as for them being 
Srightened by nasties, you should see them avidly watching 
horror movies while Dad stares uncomfortably at the ceiling. 

In other words, there’s no need for different programs for 
girls, Like boys, they will buy those that interest them. And it’s 
the attitude that girls need something different from boys that 
really causes the problem. 

Say no to seduction 
Just as we were beginning 10 overcome the old idea that 

girls don’t do wood or metalwork or become engineers 
recessions and unemployment hit us. What with that, education 
cuts and scarcity of equipment, are schools actively encouraging 
girls in computer studies. 

Does your son sit playing with his micro while your 
daughter has to help Mum with the washing up? Did you buy 
son a micro and daughter a nice cardigan for Christmas? And, if 
daughter complains, does Dad patiently explain that son needs it 
Sor his future career prospects and does Mum, forgive her, 
agree? 

If, instead of Page Three females holding computers, ‘magazines and other branches of the industry starting 
publicising the work of women already active within it, parents, 
teachers and the girls themselves could be encouraged to more 
positive attitudes, 

But please, not ‘‘Mrs Bloggs uses her micro to work out her 
Fair Isle knitting patterns” or “Mary Jones keeps her weekly 
housekeeping budget on the Dragon””. Somewhere, no doubt, 
there is a Mrs Bloggs and a Mary doing just that. But to keep 
insisting that women only do what men regard as “womanly” 
pursuits is both patronising and defeating the object of drawing 
them into what is at present a male dominated activity. 

Dorene Cox 
Dagenham, Essex 

© This space is for you to sound off about the micro scene, to present 
bouquets, to hurl brickbats, or just to share your opinions or 
experiences. Contributions from individuals earn a fee. Send your views 
to Paul Liptrot, Editor, Home Computing Weekly, No.1 Golden 
Square, London WIR 3AB 
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price vat 
£449,00 
£349.00 
£549.00 
£130.00 
£182.00 
£369.00 
£279.00 
£339.00 

£1325.00 
£490.00 
£215.00 
£242.00 
£329.00 
£375.00 
£430.00 
£199.00 
£419.25 
£600.00 
£505.00 
£645.00 
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£1498.00 
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9/55 AO 
11/40 RO 
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har 
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10804 40eps 
PW1080A 160cp8 
PW1156A 160cp5. 

RP12008 
‘RP1600S 
RP1600S SHEET FEEDER 
‘RP1600S TRACTOR 
FLOWRITER 1600 

DIABLO 
630 API 
SHEET FEEDER. 
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(GP700A Colour 
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JVC 12in Hi-Res 
HAGA 12in Hi-Res 
NEC JB201ME 
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SANYO 120 Hi-Res 
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TELEVIDEO 910 vou 

*&& COMPUTERS ** 
256K 0.315MB- fetal At £1275.00 3664 0315MB MONITOR £1440.00 Zeek s19e02 £1448 00 350n 318K:2 MONITOR £1875.00 SIRIUS 

kk 
£229.95 

128K 1.2MB. £1675.00 
256K 24MB 
256K 10M 
128K MEMORY EXPANSION 
256K MEMORY EXPANSION. 
‘512k MEMORY EXPANSION 
EXTERNAL 10MB HARD DISK 

COMMODORE 
ComMODORE 64. 
COMMODORE Disk 1581 
‘COMMODORE C2N 1530 CASSETTE 
COMMODORE MPS801 PRINTER 
IBEK 6¢/Paralil INTERFACE 
‘COMMODORE 8096 

EPSON 
EXTERNAL 10MB HARD DISK 
oxto 

KAYPRO 
£1375.00 
£180.00 
£1195.00 
£2250.00 
£1895,00 
£850.00 
£799.00 
£108.70 

8 KAYPROI 
KAYPRO 10MB 225 ouvert: 160K8 21320K8 Disk Dives 

ANY 
MBC 550 - i Mac sss BeEgEs 

88883838388 
SPECTRUM B SPECTRUM 48x MAIL ORDER INQUIRIES WELCOME 

MAYFAIR MICK 
362 YORK ROAD LONDON SW181SP 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

To brin: 

Optima, 36 St Pe 
port SKI 1HL 

ersgate, Stock: 

A. good original game which 
should appeal to those with a 
slightly twisted sense of h 
The theme is the eli 
bed bugs and fleas. It 
been easy enough to provide and 
use a laser base attached to the 

3D Star Trek 
TI-994A £7 

Stainless, 10 
Stockpor 

Alstone Rd, cheshire SK4 SAH. 
‘oring 0% for originali 

yet another version of the probably inspired by the film. After about a minute, while the universe is being created, a 3D view from the bow and stern ‘of your space ship is displayed, together .with all the usual information including present Position, stardate, number of Photon torpedos and number of Klingon ships. 
There are seven commands: navigation, fire weapon, multiple target firing, locate Klingons, convert fuel/weapons, locate Star Base, end The two types of weapons are 

th 

Plumb Crazy 
CBM 64 £7.95 

‘Terminal, 28 Church La, Man 
chester M25 SAJ 
A novel race against time 
requiring a good eye for laying 
pipes. The theme is to link a 
boiler, about to explode, to a 
relief valve. The path between 
the two is strewn with rocks so 
the pipe-has to be laid in a 

Birds and 
bugs, 
bombs 

and... boom! 

you these reports, 
our reviewers fought fleas, 
braved poms and placed 

pipes 

bedside lamp (where else?) 
But not this game. You have a 

jam sandwich to swat the fleas 
land false tech to crunch the bed 
bugs. The sandwich is best — it 
has a wider area than the false 
teech, which compensate by 
being’ able to kill bed bugs which 
the sandwich won't damage. The 
sandwich leaves stains which 
then have to be sponged and, as 
you can’t hold two things’ at 
‘once, the fleas are free to bite. 

phasers and photon torpedos, 
the latter being surprisingly 
inaccurate. One would have 
thought that a computer clever 
enough to locate a distant 
Klingon would at least be able to 
destroy it with a torpedo. 

Bearing in mind only 10 
torpedos can be on board at once 
and that the clumsy firing system. 
uses up valuable torpedos, it is 
plain to see why the energy 
Weapon command is needed. 

In common with most. TI 
games, 3D Star Trek is very slow 
but is quite enjoyable and makes 
good use of TI graphics. J.J. 
instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

roundabout way. For extreme 
emergencies George, the 
plumber, has a few sticks of 
dynamite 

To lay a run of pipes George 
has to rush back and forth to 
Stores selecting the appropriate 
*bend"’. When suitably position 

ed. pressing fire “lays that 
section. A pressure gauge is a 
constant reminder of the need 
for urgency. About 10 seconds 
before the boiler explodes the 
‘gauge thoughtfully sounds an 
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Midlands 

second, 

Jetcopter controls: 

Rotation, 
pressure. 

depending 
A mite 

flight and diagona 
positions except 
Also hold and abort 

The final solution, if you are 
badly bitten, (nine leading to a 
nasty death) is to call Dr. Soothe. 
But don't leave it too late as he 
arrives slowly on occasions. 

Good colour, fast action, new 
ideas and realistic sound (Yes, 1 
know what fleas sound like!) 
mean a good value game which I 
fully intend to master soon. Also 
on disc at 8.95. D.C, 

Flying 
Feathers 

Bubble Bus, 
bridge, Kent TN9 RX 

In co 

good opening screen 
Signature tune. 
you are sitting i 
river bank. You hi 
the fish from greed! 
eagles. 
‘You have 

joystick of 
your aim wit 
sereen. 
let rip. 
catch a fish you 

providing you shi 

1 don't 

alarm 
If you manage to successfully 

jon up the pipes before it's too 
late you proceed to the next level. 
There are 99 increasingly 
difficult levels of play 

The numbers of obstructing 
rocks increase. And George has 
to face the ghost of his former 
employer — to be avoided at all 
costs. 

enjoyed this game. Options, 
levels, method of scoring and 
bonus points are pitched about 

Blue Thunder 
48K Spectrum 

Richard Wilcox Software, Foun- 
dry Business Systems, 2 Station 
Rd, Hammerwich, Walsall, W. 

The first from a new software 
house — I can't wait to see the 

You take-off froma destroyer, fly jetcopter to a remote island 
where comrades are captive, find 
and destroy an unstable nuclear 
reactor before landing to rescue. 

Up/Down 
Q/A, Left/Right = X/V, C 

giving Fire plus 90 or 180 degree 

difficult 
exciting moments, but permitting 

movement all 
upside down. 

on 
at instructions 90% 

playability 95% 
graphics 95% 
value for money 100% 

Superb graphics and smooth 

CBM 64 £6.99 
87 High St, Ton- 

ommon with others from 

Bubble Bus, this game has & very, 

When you start 
in a boat by the 

ave to protect 
yy swooping 

a shotgun and, using 
Keyboard, positon 
fa cross. on the 

Ten eagles swoo? YOU 
If an eagle manages to 

San tll retrieve 
oot the eagle 

rove let the sere. 
before rt know what the ant 
blood sport lobby will make of 

pixel 
screens 

scrolling 
with 

through’ six 
c score and fuel 

displayed. Just getting to the 
island through ack-ack, homing 
missiles, is difficult enough, but 
then you must discover the secret 
of revealing the reactor, disable 
its outer defence, destroy. it, 
land, rescue as many as possible, 
and return through heavier fire. 
Missions also. include enemy 
submarines, balloons and 
jetfighters. A nice touch is the 
ability to select 
only grouse: 
joystick capability Edition 2, 
due out now, has Kempston. 

Hugely exciting and very 
frustrating. Just as you think 
you' ve cracked it — boom! Even 
hardened arcaders should love it 

h 

Kw wK Kk 

instructions 75% 
playability 95% 
graphics 95% 
value for money 95% 

kk kk *& 

mi ngs ts 
thse lewer, shot cates don't oil ee Selah st Kent ar ais becoming the fi 
Software NAS1Y- appealing Scenery f 
Tron wool clouds al 
aeHgy across the SKY 

a sionally & group. ‘of duck 

Quacks upstream we my picnic ‘ 
have my Picteasant, game, for 
hunting, shooting, fishing 1p 

Mind prospective game Wardens 

80% 
instructions 70% 
playability 80% 
graphics 70% 
Salue for money 

right, so interest is maintained 
and you're inclined to have ‘‘just 
‘one more go". LC; 

instructions 70% 
playability 80% 
graphics 70% 
value for money 70% 

kk kK 





VIC -20 PROGRAM 

Death Duel is an aerial dogfight 
for you and another player. 

Each of you controls a fighter 
— one with a joystick and the 

opponent. 
Each player starts with five 

planes, three air mines and an 
infinite number of rockets plus 
turbo-boosters which can be 
used to get you out of trouble 
or surprise your opponent. 

There are actually three 
programs fo this game. 

They will load automatically 
one after the other, once 
SHIFT and RUN/STOP keys 
are pressed. 

How it works 
2-12 print screen 

38-47 bullet routine from key- 
board player : 

48-62 commands and move- 
‘ment from joystick player 

63-67 pst and test plane’ (nt 
68-77 bullet routine from joy- Faroese, nae 

stick player 
79-96 initialisation 
97-106 explosion routine 
107-113 game result Teno conse na) 

The first is the loader 
program, the second puts into 
memory’ the high-resolution 

Listing 2 — high resolution graphics 

1 GoSUBES 
5 DATALE, 56.56.56, 16,56, 124,168 
7 DATAL, 14,14, 14, 112,208,48, 32 
9 DATAO, 192,238, 127, 238, 192,6,8 
41 DATAS2,48, 208,112, 14,14,14,1 
13 DATH108, 124,56, 16,56, 56,56, 16 15 DATA, 12.11.14, 112,112, 112,128 
A? DATA, 3,113,254, 119,3.0,8 
49 DATAI28, 112,112,112, 14,11,12.4 
21 DATAG,€,$, 126,38, 16, 16,8 
23° DATAG,G,8,24,24,0,6,6 
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Privisamnte is A ome FoR Tuoruees.on€ vein & Jovericr wa ne onexne> | | abbreviations given in the VIC 

ALEERT OU eve To weor vans s nme 00 ve rors oo ain TAS disteall lwel ave! added 
uo ABO WSTERS 19. GET YOU.EIDER OUT © seve Cera 

Main variables 
ene ‘A1,A2 plan positions 

B colour 

icon | FOr GN Gericl |e iim is of planes 
Si NU: LO SEE SG oT 'AS.JO,3Y commands from key- 

board and joystick 
P1,P2 turbo-boosters 
G2,G3,F1,F2 ammunition left 
T1,T3,D1,D3 pointers for tests 
SF,SA rocket positions 
'S1,S2 direction of rockets 
11,12 loops 

graphics and the third is the 
main program. 
Do not use the cassette deck 

once the program has loaded 
until after you have finished 
with the game, If you do the 
joystick control will not 

Poene conneo from keyboard function. ayer and his mavement = oaer i : 
SOT prinvandves plane Listing 1 — loader program with instructions All instructions are in the 

Program. 

Note: Some lines in the 
program are too long to enter as 
printed here. Use the 

manual (page 133). 

REMarks in lines above those in 
which control characters are 
used. These are for guidance 
only when typing in and should 
not be entered. 

en « ae ANGERS CRS OFF 2CRVE vERYS FF) Smaesr w. 70 ROTATE Cert” wnaz m0 ROTATE FLOAT ies Guitive CrP avs Once OFS eine @ To Lm ROOT TO TO TBO 1OOET™ 
8: H aaa 
3835 

ere Peer evs BOTS OPIATE IRS OFF a gtd ROTATE COPY we TO FOTATE SIGHT 

Es LE poco 15 oT REQUIRED HiT snc 
Ty poses Poxtes1.76 Foxes. 207 PoEE33.19 ‘& Poreese:82 povuess-S19 renuaies 19 ovseaine 

S2SUHRR EER MUBEREEY a 

2 16,255, 33 161295 31 DATR25S,, 255, 255,255,255, 255,255,255 DATAG,6,0,6, 24,68, 126,255 
DATAI26, 128, 224,248,248,248, 224. 12 
DATR2SS, 126, 126,60,24,8,0,0 
DATAI,7,7,31,15,7,3)1 
DATA2SS 255, 255,255,255, 255,255,255 
DATAS,3,6,8,0,6,0,0 
DATAG,6,6,8, 14,15,7.7 
DATAO,G, 6,8, 8, 128,224,192 
DATA224, 224, 152,0,0.0.0,0 
DATA24, 126,129, 90,36, 24.24.36 
DATAI37,93,42,212,47.52-206, 145 
DATAS,2,1,6,0,8,6,0 
DATO,6,0,0,0,1,2.5 
DATAG,6,0,6,0, 128,64, 160 
DATALEO,64,128,8,6,0,8,0 
DATAG,3,0,6,0,6,0,8 
DATA, 92,92, 126, 126,92,92,0 
FORI=4096704343:RERDA-POKEL, A: NEXTI GOTOSL REN CCLRICBLUICCRSR DWN #2] CCRSR DWN #2] POKES6S79,24:PRINT"EEMN = PLEASE WAITMe" 
PRINT" ' 
REMCREDICBLUI + 
PRINT® | MDEATH DUELS 1" BRAGSIABLVBYA, 



[UM CEDRIC FLY ME (PART Four) evne snl] 

AFTERLOSING HIS SOB IN |COMPETITION CORNER FARE MUSIC NORLO,CeDRIC |" cans you 
NOW WORKS FoR UNCLE RES. Ron eee 

™ 
PLAYERS 
NEXT 
move 
INTHIS 
CHESS 
GAME 

ViCc-20 PROGRAM 

PRINT" 
REM 

RETURN 
POKE1398, 6: POKES31,76 

£6 

[PooR OLD CEDRIC REALLY 
CANT HELP IT. HESLOST 
HISTOB AGAIN... 

"CRUISE ON!! — Missile command with a new twistit 
THREE great games in one, collect & protect your crulse 
missiles against enemy attacks, CND supporters & Cedrici 
Over 45 screens to complete — you won't crack this one In 5 
minst 
BIG TIME — Cedrics adventure game set In the world of 
‘music. Take your rock band to the top — Immense fun — but 

ee You néed a sense of humour to play It!_ musHROOMSOFT, 
Both games for the 48k Spectrum, and | 13 Harnorien Rd 92. cosue only at £4.49 each inc p&p. enter the | Peverell, 
world of Cedric & order one now from | PLYMOUTH, pL2 3NU 

'SEE US AT THE P. C. GAMES EASTER SHOW 20-22 APRIL! 

Sere STRIKE 

TEXAS SOFTWARE 
a at the 

MANCHESTER 50 
HOME COMPUTER SHOW 

with 
CHRISTINE COMPUTING 
5th-7th April 1984 

Christine Computing Limited 
6 Florence Close 
Watford 

WD26AZ 
Telephone (0923) 672941 
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48K SPECTRUM FRED 
Author: Indescomp 0) 

Action beneath the 
Pyramids! 
Fearless Fred the 
Intrepid Archaeologist 
searches the creepy 
catacombs below 
the torrid tomb of 
‘Tootiecarmoon'for the 
terrible treasures amidst 
monstrous mummies, 
ghastly ghosts, bats 
and rats! 

COMMODORE 64 
BOOGABOO (THE FLEA) 
Author: Indescomp C] 

Itchy action! 
Jump your way out of the 
caves with Bugaboo the flea 
but beware of the fearsome 
Dragon as you jump around 
the exotic vegetation. 

48K SPECTRUM 
RAYMOND BRIGGS’) 
THE SNOWMAN 
Author: David Shea 

‘An enchanting game based 
around episodes of Raymond 
Briggs’ amazingly successful 
book. 100) 

he 
snowman. 

based the
 book By 

RAYMON pe 
AY Nonthe KE 

ymes marketed exclusively by Quicksilve Limited. 
Please send me the games |have loked. 
enclose cheque/PO. for Send to Quicksiva Mal Orde, P.O Box6, = Wimbome, Dorset Telephone: (0202) 8 
Name. 
Address 

QUICKS 
WARNING: The Kd according to 
QUICKSILVA ‘onditons of sale 
Copies of wt on 

Price £6. 
All available for BBC and Electron 

DALLAS 

95 each. 

AIRLINE 

PLUNDER | 
/ 

Shs | Ferrcoronmee 

“ 

a 
$Formareay canes 

Selected titles available 
from larger branches of 
Greens, Rumbelows and all good 
computer shops or mail order from 

Cases Computer Simulations Ltd., 14 Langton Way, London SE3 7TL. 

¢ Strategy Games. They're no pushover. 
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Reward £500 to £5000 paid for good 

programs, adventures or arcade style 

for Spectrum, Commodore 64 eu 

VIC-20. We will purchase out-right or 

royalty split. Immediate payment. 

Send your programs quickly by 

~ recorded delivery to: 

Marshall Software 

37 George Street 

Hove \ 

East Sussex } 

BN3 3TB 

Special introduction offer 
£5.95 (inc P&P and VAT) 
FOR THE 48K SPECTRUM 

An original game with on-screen scoring plus 
Hi-Score. Watch out for the Spider, mind the 
Bees don't confuse. Remember eat all your 
veg, a Super Carrot can improve your 
eyesight — now you can see the gate. Careful 
round those Rocks. Can you survive a full 12 

months in a garden like this? 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME —- 
RING 0229 27324 

Please send Cheques or P/Os to: 

T.N.T. Software, Dept B 
Melton House, Lindal 
Ulverston, Cumbria 

| ENCLOSE £.... 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

r 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
I 
I 
= 
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mers OTT WARE 

CAN YOU HANDLE THE ULTIMATE? FEATURE PACKED, 100% MACHINE CODE 
THE MOST AMAZING PROGRAMMES, THE SMOOTHEST AND PURE ADDICTION 

ACTION, THE HIGHEST RESOLUTION GRAPHICS? SO WHICH WILL BLOW FIRST - YOUR COMPUTER OR 
ALL ULTIMATE GAMES ARE ARCADE STANDARD, YOUR MIND? 

Pssst 16/48K Spectrum 

Ublimate Play The Game is 0 trade Jer enquiries welcome. 



a a ee A 
SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

North Sea Oil 
Dragon 32 

£5.75 
Shards, 189 Eton Rd, Ilford, 
Essex IG1 2UG 

A nicely written, simple to play 
simulation game where you are 
aan offshore installation manager 
trying to accumulate $100m in 
the shortest time possible by 
drilling for oil. 

Played in chunks of one week 
ata time, there are two stages — 
the first involves navigating your 
supply vessel to the rig and 
allocating a weekly budget. The 
variables involved are few and 
this is no great task. A nice map 
fof the North Sea is drawn. 

You must then apportion your 
workforce of 200 to their tasks 
and set about moving the oil rig 

Hicksted 
48k piecerent 

Cases Computer Simulations, 14 
Langton Way, London SE3 7TL 
A thoughtful simulation of the 
TV's popular sport of show: 
jumping, although why 
advertised as a ‘game for girls” 

Mystery of the 

‘A mainly graphic adventure in 
four parts. Each part must be 
separately loaded and each must 
be completed before you can go 
on to the next. There are three 
levels of difficulty and a score 
table at the end. 

The purpose is to find and 
search the wreck of a ship which 
sank in 1967 to recover its 

and pay for any help you may 
need, 

In part one you need to solve 
two jigsaw puzzles of the log 

Diamond 
Quest 

ask Spectrum 

‘Cases Computer Simulations, 14 
Langton Way, London SE3 7TL 

CCS has the right idea — 
encouraging girls into 
computing. But tacky insert 
comments like “appealing to 
girls because of bright, colourful 

book and map. Thankfully you 
can buy a quick look at the 

Java Star correct solution. 
Dragon 32 In part two you must gather 

£7.95 more information to help you in S your quest by visiting various 
Shards, 189 Eton Rd, Ilford, London landmarks. Part three 
Essex IG1 2UQ Fequires you to pinpoint the 

correct island. And in part four 
you must locate and search the 
‘wreck to recover the gold and the 
Java Star ruby, 

partly on screen and partly on an 
insert. 
part adventure from Shards. 1 
don't know how they do it but I 
hopethey continue. J. 

precious cargo. At the beginning instructions 
you have a sum of money with  Playability 
Which to finance your expedition _8faphics 

value for mone} 
kkk kk 

looking for oil by keyboard or 
joystick and pressing D for drill 

‘When all your allocated wells 
have been drilled you are shown 
a balance sheet and you are 
returned to load up again for 
another week. I never got to the 
magic $100 million. The.game is 
professionally presented and well 
error trapped. 

Various messages are dis- 
played. My favourite: “You 
have fallen off the edge of the 
world"’. As a role-playing game 
this is quite simple and it can 
become a little boring after a 
time. D.WJ. 

instructions 
playability 
‘graphics 
value for money 

‘escapes me — it wasn't Ms Smith 
who gave the controversial 
victory salute. 

Up to 25 compete, riders and 
horses being named by players. 
Names can be carried over into 
the next game. Each game has 
three rounds with courses of 
increasing difficulty and you can 
adjust the time allowed or 
starting speed. Control is from 
keyboard or _Kempston-type 

Fuil instruct ns are included, 

‘Another excellent multi- 

M. 

graphics and you don’t see the 
Nasty Monsters” may bring the 
local St Trinians down upon 
them with hockey sticks! 

This is a very simple text 
adventure with very simple 
location graphics in which your 
aim is to find four keys, build 
your energy above 200, 
enter the Golden Palace and 
remove the Diamond Treasure. 

Eating free food or staying at 
costly hotels (no roughing it for 
girls) increases energy and gold 

joystick. 
Screen displays are good, with 

running time and faults during 
. a rundown of every. 

one’s score at the end of each 
round and a final hall of fame. 
Controls seem difficult, even for 
fast fingers and, although an 
excellent’ animated horse is 
shown in the “'set-up"” screen, 
the game graphic resembles a 
Death Watch Beetle. Loading 
was troublesome, needing top 
settings, an alternative recorder, 

the 
crickiewood 

Incident, 
re 

: £7.95 
Salamander, 
Brighton, Essex BNI 3AA 

Volestrangler you 
your pad 
tia machine 

few pence and 

fering mugged 

may be converted into energy: 
Nasties are attacked, bribed or 
fled from, costing ‘energy or 
gold. With 200 energy you can 
see a grid map, showing relative 
positions of you and the palace. 

Nasties are supposed to give 
gold when killed, but often 
didn't and, by ’ persistently 
pressing lower figures, you can 
Force them to accept lesser bribes 
than initially refused. 1 had all 
keys, the 200 energy and, 
according to the map, reached 

Join the 
quest for a 
fortune 

New simulations and 
adventures: our reviewers 
ventured forth. Now they 

report back... 

17. Norfolk Rd, 

ed millionaire Arnold Q. 
As bored millionaire Arnold 

ded cel to find the Holy 
Grail in this sheet and sav wiles 
adventure hows you Ditections must Bry shortened 

"Te sereen display shows YO" uo one Wetter ta erb and 
nate Soucare, which direction — Suction, input as & Yard ee 

Wican go, how much MONEY —{'Toyq, can be shortened 19 PG, 
Jour state of health 

ticles of possible interest 
a 

and articles of PORN purchase jnsrutions ws 

things and pay for rides on ea 
playability 

wie 

things and my ores witha raph i 

fore, My poor character Kept 

patience and better tape quality. 
Side 2 contains Mathsted — 

version where the horse pauses at 
each fence until you answer a 
sum, 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

whisked off to hospital. ia! 

oat wheats ae San 
effects though. 1 particularly like 

site seen hae ean 
esvert containing, 

Lacie not very helpf full It 

can, fully, if you Thank ully, ifyou fF 
you cal 

che fe it meanwhile: 

letters, 

value for money 

the palace but the program 
refused to let me enter. Bugs and 
loading difficulties aside, this 
adventure is written on an 
insultingly low level. D.C. 

instructions 90% 
playability 30% 
graphics 40% 
value for money 40% 
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The human eye is, debatably, 
the most powerful input device 
to the human mind, with a 
stereoscopic resolution of 
about 1,500 by 1,500 for colour 
and intensity. 

Thus, logically, the best way 
to‘get information is through 
pictures. Until a couple of 
decades ago, the only sensible 
way to present viewed data was 
in 2D pictures, perhaps giving a 
slight impression of the 3D 
extent of the object. 

However, with the advent of 
the faster computers with high 
resolution graphics, full 3D 
representation and motion of 
‘objects became more feasible. 
‘The first well-known use of this 
was on the 2001 spacecraft 
displays. 

How it works 
(isting 2) 

5-7 set SIN and COS values 
8 speed increase on the Commo- 

lore 
10-20 set Extended BASIC com- 

mands 
30-40 set mode and colours 
50 set X,Y and Z perspective 
70-80 READ variables and 

detect end 
100-140 calculate 3D coordinates 

after rotation 
150 add perspective 
160-180 combine for a 2D screen 
200-210 set hi-res screen limits 
260-270 draw the line 
1000-1130 3D object DATA 
2000-2030 after drawing, reset 

speed and mode 

This took a lot of long hard 
work and expensive hardware, 

Now, with the concepts and 
programs from my articles here 
and next week, you will be able 
to make and view 3D wire 
frame objects on the computer. 
If you have a,Commodore 64 
and my Extended BASIC, you 
will be able to plot them at 
speed — twice as fast as the 
BBC micro. 

To accurately draw a 2D 
object, a graph with an X and Y 
axis is generally used. Thus, for 
drawing 3D objects, Z axis is 
added. 

With these set, you can draw 
one view of a 3D object, so to 
see it from all angles, you need 
to rotate it, This is the basis of 
what is used in the 3D equations 
given in listing 1. The addition 
of a perspective equation gives 
the full 3D impression. 

Listing 2 is a program that 
draws 3D objects on the 
Commodore 64 with Extended 
BASIC, using the DATA at the 
end of the program. 

Next week’s program will 
include a facility to dump the 
first. graphics screen to a VIC 
1525 printer. You can see the 
result of this in the pictures 
adorning this article. To use the 
program, simply RUN it, and 

36 REM* 3D EQUATION * 
391 REM*¥A1 TO AG REPRESENT# 
92 REM*SIN AND COS VALUES# 
93 REM# PRE-CALCULATED * 

vi1= Sve See A 

2=(256 

Listing 1 — do not type in. 
Shows the equations used in the 
programs; useful also as an aid 
for conversion to other micros. 

3 a key when you have 
ed with the resulting 

‘The equations have been set 
‘out in the most streamlined neat 
way, and other speed increase 
additions make this a very fast 
BASIC routine, managing two 
points per second. 

However, even for small 
drawings, ' completion takes 
time, so'l have not included 
movement by key presses. 
Instead, you can change 
variable numbers at the start of 
the program by reference to the 
variable list. 
DATA in listing 2 draws a 

simple house. However, if you 
want something more impres- 
sive, simply type listing 3_in 
instead of the house DATA for 
a view of the 2001 space station. 

If you want to create your 
own shapes, here are the data 
rules: data is set out as X,Y and 
Z coordinates, in the range of 
-63.99 to 63.99. 64,0,0 marks 
the end of a set of lines, and the 
start of a new set. 65 represents 
the end of all DATA. 

Variables 
PH,TH,PS X,Y and Z rotation 

angles 
Alto AG resulting SIN and COS 

values 
PX,PY,PZ Perspective (X 

Moves object Xwards,Y 
Ywards and Z changes mag- 
nification) 

X.Y and Z actual 3D coordin- 
ates : 

X%,¥% resulting 
coordinates 

screen 

Listing 2 — uses Extended 
BASIC to draw a house similar 
to the one seen on BBC TV, 
except that this is faster than the 
BBC micro. Remember to type 
NEW after loading Extended 
BASIC and before entering this 
Program 
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XL#AS+7 1 #AG 
=ZHY4P YY: Z=Z4PZ 

#(256-2). 
REMKIZS AND 99 ARE NUMBE 

1 REM#FAST BASIC 3D ROUTINE* 
2 REN BY DAYID REES + 

6 AL= STNCPHD Aa: :05(PH) AZ=SIN¢TH> 
7? A4=COS(TH? :AS=SINCPS> : AG=COS(PS) 
8 POKES6325, 255 
16 MODE=51828 : GCOL=51776:GMOVE=S2039 

LINE=51754 : GTE: 2657 
SYSGCOL.5,6:SYSGCOL.6,6 
SYSMODE. 6,4, 1:SYSGCOL, 1,8 

Z=-63 PX=-56: PY=8 
68 FORN=1T031 
74 READX. 4,2: IFX=64THENSG 

Bi 

=X1 #AG—' “V1 #AS | Y=H1#AS+7 1 #AG 
HEXEPH  V=LHT+PY: Z=ZtPZ 

2=(256-2)#(256-2/256 

28-K#2/256 : Y=99-YHZ/256 
CX BIKCKC 3209-3 ¢ 
#CY>G IRC C2689 — 

266 IFN=1THENSYSGMOVE, > 
276 SYSLINE:2.42%. 7% 
300 NEXT 
1686 DATA-36, 26, -20,-36,-20,-20, 
1914 DATA-36, 26, 26,-36,20,-26,30.2 

DATASG, 26, 26,-36, 20.26, 2938 
DATA-26. 24, 38, -26,2 
DATA3&, -26, 20, 36,-26.-26, 
DATAS4, . .-38 ere 238.64, 
DATA3G. 26, 30. -26 6 
DATASG. 16, - 
DATASS, 14, 46,30, 10, - 
DATH4@. 16,40. 46 
DATA4G, 16, 64, 
DATAS@. 14.46.40, 10, 46.64., 

1126 DATA3G,-16.46,46,-16,46,64,, 
113@ DATASG.-16 B.-18,.-26,65., 
2008 GETAS: IFAS=""THEN200R 
2616 SYSMODE,6,4.4 
2926 PRINT" 
2636 POKES6325,68 

-38,-2 

38, 38,30. 26 



3D pictures ~ 
,eed with 
Extended: 
sASIC 

We know from your letters 

how many CBM 64 owners use 

the Extended BASIC in issues 
45-47. Now the author, HCW 

regular David Rees, shows how 

to use it to create 3D graphics. 

And there’s more next week 

~> 

Finally, if you consider that 
this and’ next week's articles 
provide animation close to the 
standard of that used in 2001, 
ponder this: those who have 

than Tron), so imagine what 
you could do with those 
graphics on a home computer in 
20 years’ time. 

REM* 

Next week: Enterprise drawing 
DATA, a screen dump routine 
and a Warp 9 drawing routine! 

Hints on conversion 
All that needs changing for other 
micros are the Extended BASIC 
commands (they start wit! 
to your commands (MODI 
graphics; 6 = text; 
changes screen colours), and 
your screen limits in’ lines 
200-210. 

REM as aa ER a EE 
REM# DATA FOR THE 
REM#20G1 SPACE STATICN* the DATA here to replace the 

Ire bere Ba tirecp erg ee REM# FOR BOTH THE # DATA in listing 2. You'll se a 

computer grephice (auch better REM#BASIC AND MACHINE* picture of a space sation, 
REM# CODE 3D PROGRAMS # 

REM DAVID REES 
EEE 

* Listing 3 — follow the 
instructions for listing 2 and use 

+ 
¥ 

1886 
1698 
1186 
1114 
1126 
1138 
1146 

for 
Extended 
BASIC, 
by 
Peter 
Lager 
After many hours I eventually 
typed in and verified all that 
DATA for Extended BASIC 
(HCW 45 and 46) and it was 
time well spent. 

In an attempt to reduce the 
time taken to load and run the 
two program parts I produced 
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one program containing both 
sets of data. 

Even so, it still took more 
than eight minutes to load and 
run, 

This program will reduce this 
time to 2 mins 40 ses (1 timed 
it): 5 

100 GOTO 200 
200 POKE45,0:POKE46,25: 

CLR:FORI =0TO4095; 
POKE 
2300 + 1, PEEK (4915241): 
NEX’ 

300 PRINT ‘SETTING UP EX- 
TENDED BASIC 

310 FORI = 0TO409: 
49152 +1, PEEK( 00.2 
NEXTI:PRINT “TASK 
COMPLETED" :NEW 

To use the program follow 
these steps: 

1 Load and run parts | and 2 of 
the Extended BASIC pro- 
gram so that machine-eode is 
in RAM from 49152 

2 Enter NEW (return) to clear 
‘any programs from RAM 

3 Type in the program listed 
here exactly as written, Do 
not leave any spaces except 
those required in the (wo 
print statements 

4 Save the program to tape 

5 Enter RUN (return) 
6 Enter LIST (return) 

7 Using the seen editor. change 
line 100 to read 
$cc Iapertane® eo not same 
any’ other alterations to the 
program at this stage. If you 
have made any errors then 
load a copy of the program 
from tape, correct it and 
repeat from step 4 

8 Save this program to tape 
This program now contains 

the loader and all the data for 
the Extended BASIC com- 
mands. Just load and run the 
program whenever you want 
these commands. 

This is how my program works: 
The Commodore 64 uses two 
pairs of memory locations to 
point to the start and end of any 
BASIC program: 

Jocations 43,44 LSB and MSB of 
start of BASIC 
program. 

locations 45,46 LSB and MSB of 
end of BASIC 
program/start of 
‘numeric variables 

When the computer executes 
a SAVE command it saves the 
memory between these pointers. 
When the program listed here 

is first run, step 5, line 100 
directs the program to line 200. 
The end of the BASIC pointer 

DATAIG. 
DATA44, - 
DATA- 3 

is moved to include an extra 4K 
of unused RAM, then copies 
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Line 100 is then altered so 
that when the program is next 
mun it loads the data back into 
position for use, then clears 
itself ready for your program. 

Therefore, when the program 
is saved, step 8, both the loader 
program and the data are saved. 

At step 7 I have stressed the 
point about altering the 
program. This is because line 
310 expects the data to start at 
2300 and any insertions or 
deletions in the BASIC program 
will cause the data to be moved 
in RAM. 

An insertion of one character 
the Extended BASIC data from |'in the program will move the 
49152 onwards into this space. | data to start at 2301. 



(2 
COMMODORE 64 PROGRAMMING 



LLAMASOFT I NEWS 

HELL ¢ ATE 
A very fast-paced Arcade game featuring simultaneous control of 4 
high-speed laser cannon. Unique game action is easy to learn yet 
difficult to master. Features include 20 levels to challenge you; 
automatic Smart bombs; seven-place High Score table with score 
signature memory feature and full Attract mode. A superb Jeff Minter 
ceaign presented imme ulately: on a 25 x 30 screen. 

£6.00 
commoporE 64: After finishing HELL GATE Jeff took a couple of 

* days to pop the code onto the ‘64. Whilst this is no Revenge or Hover 
Bowver, we are offering HELL GATE 64 at the bargain price of £5.00... 
an interesting diversion to occupy a little time while you wait for Jeff's 
next ‘64 epic, which we can now reveal will be called 
SHEEP IN SPACE — for which Jeff promises the usual great graphics 
and sound — and also a totally new control concept... so prepare to feel . 
extremely sheepish in a few month's time. 
Until then — to all our followers 
A) HAPPY BLASTING/MOWING/SPITTING ETC. 
B) DON’T SHOOT THOSE GOATS!!! 

BY JEFF MINTER FROM LLAMASOFT 



SPECTRUM PROGRAMMING 

Come back, all is forgiven: 
a ROM secret exposed 

Buried in the depths of the 16K 
ROM chip of your Spectrum 
there are a number of unused 
routines. 
A disassembly reveals ZX81 

tape support (between addresses 
O4AAH and O4C1), a “free 
memory” call which shows how 
much memory is remaining 
(type PRINT 65536-USR 7962 
to use the call), and a number of 
more mysterious routines deep 
in the BASIC interpreter. 

We have discovered an extra 
command which isnot normally 
available or documented in the 
Spectrum manual, The short 
program in Listing 1 allows you 
to use the build in COME 
FROM statement — the 
opposite of a GO TO. 

‘The COME FROM statement 
is a relatively new feature of the 
BASIC language, although it 
features. in the new ANSO 
standard. 

In simple terms, it allows you 
to redirect processing from any 
point in a program. Simply type 
COME FROM 100 and the 
computer will automatically 
jump to the statement following 
the command as soon as line 
100 is encountered. 

Presumably Sinclair decided 
not to implement the statement 
at a late stage in the 
development of the Spectrum, 
since the required routines are 
already present (but isolated) in 
the ROM. One possible reason 
could be the already-cluttered 
Spectrum key layout. 

Listing 1 uses the ENTER key 
to generate the COME FROM 
token — type and RUN the 
program, then press SHIFT and 
ENTER together to produce the 
new keyword. 

Just as with GOTO, you can 
use a ‘‘computed COME 
FROM” statement (such as 
COME FROM X + 100) to 
make up for the lack of an ON.. 
COME FROM command. 

The expression is evaluated 
before cach line is executed and 
a jump takes place if the 
expression matches the new line 
number. 

This slows down program 
execution slightly, but constant 
COME FROM statements are 
not affected since the Spectrum, 
already checks for those, even if 
the facility has not been 
enabled. This is one of the main 
reasons why ZX BASIC is 
slower than the Microsoft 
variety. 

The operation of Listing 1 is 
quite simple — a temporary 

The team that wrote the 
sperm decided against 

using some BASIC commands 
— but clever programming can 
get at them. Don Swimigoon 
shows now £0 reach one of 

em 
Listing 1 — the COME FROM support roxtine 

170 POKE i,a 

180 NEXT i 
190 IF total 

ERROR IN DATA 

2,91, 62,2, 205, 1 

routine is POKEd into the 
Spectrum printer buffer, which 
modifies the operation of the 
built-in syntax checker so that 
COME FROM is recognised, as 
the authors of the ROM 
originally intended. 

100 REM 

110 REM Don Swimigoon 1/4/84 
120 REM 
130 LET total=0O 

140 FOR i=23296 TO 23355 
150 READ a 
160 LET total=total+a 

>4480 THEN PRINT " 
STOP 

200 RANDOMIZE USR 23296 
210 DATA 62,199, 205,32,91,6,0,1 

20, 211,54, 118, 16, 250, 62,70, 205,35 

30,195, 60,32,50,141,92,62 

220 DATA 2, 205, 1,22, 205,107,153, 

201,22,11,10,18,1,65,80,82,73,76 

332,70,79 79,76,33 

COME FROM statement 

17,44,91,1,16 

Since the code is already 
present inside the computer, the 
printer buffer is only used 
temporarily — vectors in the 
read-only memory are altered 
so that the statement is still 
recognised after the temporary 

code has been overwritten. 
Since the change uses no 

permanent RAM space it is 
protected against the effects of 
CLEAR and NEW. Of course, 
you still have to re-load it if you 
turn the computer off, since the 
ROM reverts to its original state 
once power is removed. 

‘A small limitation in the use 
of COME FROM is that you 
must make sure that the 
relevant line exists, or the 
computer could go’ into an 
infinite loop trying to come 
from a line that does not exist. 
In practice this is not a major 
restriction since COME FROM. 
is most useful when debugging 
programs, and consequently the 
facility will not be used until the 
rest of the program has been 
typed in. 

This article only brushes the 
surface of the extra features 
hidden in the Spectrum ROM, 

In future articles we hope to 
explain the IF., THEN.. ELSE 
facility, which goes one step 
ebyond Microsoft BASIC by 
allowing an useful OTHER- 
WISE clause for cases which 
would not be handled by either 
THEN or ELSE. 

With a minor hardware 
change it is even possible to 
extend the colours outside the 
visible range — PAPER codes 0 
to 7 give the usual colours, 
while negative numbers produce 
an infra-red display and large 
numbers produce ultra-violet 
radiation (this may not work on 
older TV sets). 

If you've never thought of 
your Spectrum as a sun-ray 
iamp before, watch out for the 
next part of this occasional 
series! 
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AMOEBA 
SOFTWARE 
54 WALDEN AVENUE, CHISLEHURST, KENT 

Telephone: 01-857 8999 

LAZE BLAZE 
Superb machine code action. Pit your beam against 
the 2 beams of the computer. Race your opponent for 
the random fuel dumps. For the very strong of heart, 
battle to the death in the maze. 9 speed levels. Over 
500 Options in this fast moving arena. 
48K Spectrum. £5.95 

TANK TRAX 
ATWO player game to stretch your skill. Destroy your 
opponents tank before he obliterates yours. Choose 
the battlefield, fire over the mountains or select 
foothills and have an eyeball to eyeball confrontation 
Sounds easy, but don't forget as in all real situations 
weather plays an enormous part in success or failure. 
This game is no exception. The wind must be allowed 
for if you have no desire to blow yourself up 
Uses all the 48K memory ofthe Spectrum. £5.95 

carried out in pitch blackness 
Soon to be found in all good software outlets. 

Wyou are having trouble bu 
order to: AMOEBA SOFTWARE, 54 WALDEN AVENUE. 

CHISLEHURST, KENT 

ig your copy send a cheque 

Name, 
Address 

Hews 
lenclose acheque P.O tor ® 

LAZEBLAZE] TANKTRAX ] Please tick choice 

Software 
sales soar 

This year looks to be the time in which the emphasis is shifting 
from “har wars"? 10 improvements in the software ares. 

It is estimated that software for use in U.S. homes this year 
will total about $840 million. This can be subdivided into several 
categories. Home accounting software will account for about 
$60 million, and is projected to grow about 50 per cent a year 
over the next five years. 

Financial home software, such as tax preparing programs, 
stock management cages, and so forth, will account for 
about $25 million this year and is expected to grow at the rate of 
80 per cent a year for the next five years, It still looks as though 
entertainment software makes up about 80 per cent of the 
market, but the market continues to grow by leaps and bounds. 

Some new releases... Atari has just announced a light pen and 
an accompanying electronic science kit and is also shifting its 
‘software development away from games with more emphasis on 
personal development and home management programs... 

ind has introduced Bank Street Speller, which is a 
spelling checker made to accompar 
conjunction valet its graphics input tablet called the PowerPad, 

‘has just released ProGolf, an instructional 
vam which was designed by professional golfer Tom 

Weiskopf... T1, Walt Disney and Sierra-On-Line have finally 
reached an agreement enabling Sierra to market five educational 
software games for the 99/4A which use Walt Disney cl 
(better later than never?)... The electronic publishing di 
Simon and Schuster has announced plans to develop science 
Fiction computer games to be written by prominent sci-fi 
‘uthors such as Robert Heinlein... 

Activision and Atari have reached a joint agreement to 
distribute programs to users’ homes via electronic means (i.e. 
aver the phone lines). Not too many retailers are pleased about 
this, 

Meanwhile Romox, the company that first started 
electronically distributing programs, continues to expand its 
efforts at a frantic pace. Using the Romox Programming 
Terminal, the 10 participating software manufacturers can have 
their products sold to users through various traditionally non- 
computer stores (typically small convenience food stores and 

stores). Programs can be loaded ‘onto reuseable 
cartridges in less than a minute, 

The advantage to the stores is that no inventory needs to be 
handled, and it will build up their walk-in trade immensely. You 
can tell it’s 1984 — befc fore now, who would ever imagine being 
able to buy a Coke while waiting for your program to load, and 
all in the same store? There are at least five large firms who are 
beginning to specialize in electronic software distribution. 

I predict that the trend will continue, that it will expand ata 
tremdous rate, and that it will ultimately have a detrimental 
effect on small computer retailers who depend on entertainment 
software sales as a significant portion of their income. 

That's some of what's happening. Out of room again. See you 
next week.” 

Bud Izen 
Fairfield, California 
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f ZODIAC Cc 

find and recover 
al creations and 
y by annihilating 
stand in your 

£7.95 

& 
TRADE ENQUIRIES: ANIROG SOFTWARE CYTO -29WESE HILL DARTFORD KENT (0322) 26 ae 

MAIL ORDER: 8 HIGH STREET HORLEY SURREY 24 HOUR CREDIT CARD SALES. HORLEY. (02934) Beg: 

a | eee plcth’ aoe 
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Red Riding 
Hood 

48K Spectrum 
£9.95 

Five Ways, Arrow, 17-21 Con- 
way St, London WIP 6JD. 

and keyed to match. If the match 

music, but stamps a foot 
wrong. Snap involves 
characters on boxes upon which 
pictures or words appear that 
have to be snapped by keying ina 
coloured area on the overlay — 
correct responses causing the 
character to dance and a plant to Using the Five Ways of story 

book, story tape, parents’ book, 
spectrum overlay and program,  8f0w and finally flower. In- 
the aims to teach the under sixes SOFTect_ responses. produce, a 
to recognise individual letters  Simular response in the other 

character. and words, stimulate language 
development, improve hand and 
eye coordination and prepare for 
first steps in reading. 

To achieve this, four activities 
are used based upon matching 
pictures, colour, letters, pictures 

Sound and graphics is of such 
high standard that the child’s 
attention is kept and it is drawn 
‘on to the next activity. Part of 
The Learning Box series. T.W. 

Pa re  insrcions tad'er ede woe th Sel 
In Matching Pictures three value for money 

pictures from the story appear to 
the left of a story character and kkk * 

than most — up to 50 questions 
on 'O'-Level/C.S.E, Physics. If 
you get them all right you are 
rewarded by secing a little man 
walk across a desert to get a 
coconut from an oasis. 1 would 
have thought that by ‘O’-Level, 
this kind of reward was a little 
superflous. 

Two batches of 50 questions 
are provided, covering four main 
branches of physics. Three alter 

Physics 1 
ap gee 32 

£6.90 
N.W.B.C,, 204 High St West, 
Sunderland, Tyne & Wear SRI 

JA 

Multiple-choice tests come in 
many different guises these days. 
This one is more straightforward 

Mister Mac's 
Day 

48K Spectrum 
£9.95 

Five Ways, Arrow, 17-21 Con- 
way St, London WiP 6JD 

After this the activities become 
harder — although simple to follow, even without the pages in 
the review booklet — so I found it difficult to stop the train running around the track at the stations at set times shown by a 
central, analogue clock. 12pm would be better referred to as 12 

An ambitious program that 200M — confusing for children. might be too difficult for Correct arrivals makes a large children of the target age group {rain move half a carriage across 
the screen bottom. 

A similar scenario is used to understand the digital watch with 
the child keying in the correct time — pity there is no facility to go backwards. Part of The 
Learning Box series. é 

— up to cight — as it helps them to understand the passing of 
time, the reading of digital and analogue clocks and the 24-hour 
clock. Mr Mac is involved in Seven activities requiring a lot of 
cueing from parents 

The first explores the working 
day with a large ringing alarm clock and scenes from the day. 
This is followed by cueing times 
to those scenes, and then a large alarm clock can be set to any 
time desired 

tT. 
instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

Hansel and 
Gretel 

48K Spectrum 
£9.95 

Five Ways, Arrow, 17-21 Con- 
way St, London WIP 6JD. 

crammed into a graphically 
superb program where it would 
be wiser to separate practising 
modification of first vowel by a 
final ‘-e' from simple digraphs. 

In Mend the Word Step. 
mother, Terrible Tree and 
Hansel and Gretel appear with 
red word endings below, with a 
squirrel pushing on black 
consonant blends. Keying blue 
moves the word beginning to the 
next group of letters, while 
keying pink joins the letters. If 

The program aims to build a 
child’s vocabulary, to develop an 
ability to build words and more 
complex letter combinations, 
Educationally,_too_much is 
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row, that can be keyed to move 

is correct-the character dances to 
if 

two 

with 

native answers are given 
cach. 1 disagreed with a few of 
the right answers, but that may 
bbe because my physics is a little 
rusty; on the whole, the ques 
tions are quite well 

Three different ‘ 
offered: a fixed 

for 

* are 
for time 

answering each question, a mind 
master test where you ‘have 10 
answer as many as possible in two minutes, and an exam in 
which you have 10 minutes in 
which to answer all the 

Decimals 
32K BBC E 

and over 
progral 
Gecimal mu 
simple start t 
calculations in th 

Each of the 
contained and 
own. This wil 
classroom where 

imbers graded from 

five 

pupils m 

computer ant 

incorrect Stepmother bangs her 
stick, but if correct the words fall 
down to musical accompani- the program, using the hangman 
ment, while children wave and technique, with Daddy chopping 
eventually the Tree frightens tree when letters are correct 
Stepmother. T.W. 

A superb dissolve leads to 
Make a Word Snap, where words instructions 90% 
made up by the computer from ease of use 90%. 
initial consonant blends and display 90% 
word endings appear. Overlay value for money 85%. 
areas keyed represent snap for 
the players — no scoring or 
flowering plants. 

Learning 

computer 1 

Our expert reviewers mark the 
report cards of five 
educational programs 

slea Rd, Cpalksoft, 37, Wilow 
Gtoreeser WR3 70P 

sqned for children of nine 
ag this set of five 

ovides a tutorial on ims provides @ t mn 

bets Eel complex 
final Oat 

may be wed on i 
ie yay each mane 

work on a different sect on 2 
ae 

the teacher's guidanc E ‘ instruction 
wr 

eae saeiaen a MAUS = 
noua ce cum a 

i 
‘ ed in some detail, multiple 

thoie uestions where the 

Shoe, uate dy, te SG da set of tests 

activity and Spelling completes 

xk kk ok 

your 

questions. At the end of each, 
guestions answered wrongly are 
listed together with their right 
answers. There is also a revision mode, in which the questions and. 
answers are displayed. y4.1y 

instructions 
ease of use 
displ 
value for money 

70% 
70% 
60% 
0% 

« tests are not scored, bul 
These (fre hidden until the 
antes bar is pressed 

Tie teaching section Th nc wna 3S Hen Seiad Se and 
‘Susie will help to keep the 
me ban Sane cea et 
coving, and the programs al 
ppeared to be perfectly ba 

sept Dats me 
Frsportant in programs designed 
for children A program t 
aim. 

are well 
‘and well 

Another scene repeats each 



2, Timeless Software JOURNEYS BEYOND 

AO eee YOUR IMAGINATION © 
Unfortunately tisattne arkinfested sea andisy 4 INGRAPHICS & TEXT FOR THE TI-99/4< |) 

‘one of those rare games you ust don't get tired of playing... aprogram 
that will make owners of other home computers wish they had purchased a 
71 99/4A instead.” 99 
Diablo by c Cat. No. 7.11 £8.95 

This game is not an action game. It’s an in 

TIMELESS SOFTWARE 
3 Bridgend, Fauldhouse, West Lothian, Scotland EH47 SHF. 

DADDIE’S HOT ROD (BASIC) £5.95 
Drive through sheep fields, woods, over rivers and avoid all 
obstacles, then pick up hitch-hikers down perilously twisting roads. 
HCW gave five stars, 
HUNCHBACK HAVOCK (BASIC) £5.95 
Arcade action in TI-BASIC! Race with Egor through 24 different 
sheets. Superb graphics and great fun. 
THE BLACK TOWER (BASIC) £5.95 
Unlock the mysteries of the black tower and rescue the Lady Gwen 

AS REVIEWED in our latest full 16K adventure. Addictive and entertaining 
H.C.W. [reiNad iol ATTACK (EXT-BASIC) £6.95 
Sahel op the battlestar before it blows up youhome planet. A fast game 

QUALITY GAMES For THE TI99/4A & CBM 64 with excellent graphics. HCW gave five stars and said: ‘even at 
Probably the best IDs". ‘Shiver me timbers, level one a very addictive game’ 

soccer manager “OFs Ware, landiubbers! Them ‘Send cheque or P.O. to 
game money can 56 Wells St. pleces of eight be LANTERN SOFTWARE, iT — 4:99 Haslington, Rossendale mit £49 2 
Oli reset el fren peal 4 4 Hatfenden Road, Tenterden, Kent TN30 6QD 

SEND S.A. FOR FULL DETAILS OF ALL OUR GAMES or SAE for full list. Look out for our products at your TI retailer. 

LANGUAGE LEARNING AIDS FOR FRENCH, GERMAN & SPANISH 
Already in use in numerous schools and colleges, these characters. Masculine, feminine and neuter words appear in 
programs provide an immensely powerful aid to foreign different colours to encourage gender learning, All lessons can be 
language learning. The cassettes include extensive vocabulary run in three different ways, ie. learning only. self-test or speed and 
lists arranged as a series of lessons, each covering a different accuracy test. 
subject. A tuition control program enables individual lessons to. The programs are suitable for pupils ofall ages as simple commands 
be loaded and used as required ‘enable new lessons in vocabulary or grammar to be entered by the 

ser. These may then be edited as required and stored on cassette 
for later use. Invaluable for homework and exam revision! 
Level A Cassettes: Contain the tuition control program and 16 

‘comprehensive lessons for general vocabulary learning 

Words, phrases etc are presented first in one language, then 
the other complete with al necessary accents and special 

Saee Level B Cassettes: Contain the tuition control program and 16 

Kosmos lessons including verb lists, adjectives, adverbs 

noe and phrases 
Shy Available from dealers, large stores or mail order. 

Also Available ‘‘THE SPANISH TUTOR” 

1 Pilgrims Close. Harlington, Dunstable, Beds. LUS 6LX Tel: 05255 3942 

‘Kosmos Software, | Pigrims Close, Harlington, Dunstable, BedsLUS 6LX 

| /BBC'SPECTRUM/ACORN ELECTRON) (Prices include postage & packing) 

[= Be 
Mr Mes Miss 
Address 

| Post code HOW 
enclose a cheque postal order vale £ payable vo Kosmos Software 
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SOMETHING INCREDIBLE 
THIS WAY COMES... 
FIVE MILLION BARBARIANS 

AN ARMY OR TWO OF PERSIANS 
SEVERAL THOUSAND UPSET ARMENIANS 
FIFTY LEGIONS OF ITINERANT ITALIANS 

set cpereeacen AND YOU! 

ASP SOFTWARE 
A member of the Argus Press Software Group 

Clearly More Adventurous 



SE 
VIC-20 PROGRAMS 

Program security 

This program introduces some 
basics needed to incorporate @ 
password in a program to 
discourage its unauthorised use. 

‘A password can also be used 
© protect an entire computer 
system. Most multi-user or time 
sharing systems require a user 
to input a password to 
determine whether further 
facilities can be accessed. 
When this program is RUN 

you will be asked to type in a 
password. If “MKXJ" is 
entered, a message indicating its 
acceptance will come up. You 
will then be shown the rest of 
the program, which is simply 
another message. 

‘On the other hand, the 
program terminates with an 
appropriate message is the 
password is incorrect. 

Note that we follow a clever 
process to disguise a character 
according to some rules, 

ASCII is a widely used 
method of encoding characters. 
To find the ASCII value of a 
character one can look up a 
standard table, or as in our 
case, program the computer to 
do it, as shown in line 70. 

Multiply ASCII Value by 
Place Value. This is the next 
step in the detective trail and it 
is implemented by line 80. 

The place value of a character 
refers to its position in a word. 

KXJ", the place value 
HK is 2, “X's 3 

"* is 4, 
As an illustration of how it is 

carried out let us look at what 

and * 

happens when ‘‘K'’ is 
processed, Since its ASCII 
value is 75 and its place value is 
2, the product is (75 x 2) or 150. 
We have assumed, of course, 
that a user inputs the correct 
password, “MKXJ". 
Why is this necessary? One 

reason is to avoid accepting 
variations of the password such 
as “KMXJ” or “KXMJ". 

Add to Progressive Sum. To 
keep track of calculations as the 
loop is repeated, the answer in 
the last step is added to the 
Progressive Sum (PS) as line 90 
shows. 

‘The table shows the changes 
during the four cycles of the 
loop. 

Cycle Character Place ASCII 
Value*Value 

M 1 
K 2 
x 3 
J 4 

Changes during four cycles 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Changes during four cycles 

All characters done? We 
must accept four, and only 
four, characters. This means 
the loop must be executed four 
times. 

Note that this step is part of 
the Repeat-Until loop. There 
are many ways of implementing 
it, but we have chosen FOR... 
STEP... NEXT 

The important point to make 
about a FOR loop is that when 
line 100 (NEXT KC) is 
executed, it automatically 
checks whether the required 
number of cycles (same value as 
number of characters) is done 
and either proceeds to the next 
instruction or repeats the loop. 
Line 100 is the instruction for 
this step. 

Is Progressive Sum = 787? We 
have now come but of the loop 
and have to check whether the 
Progressive Sum we have 
obtained is the same as the 
expected value, 787. This is the 
aim of this step and line 110. 

ASCII Place PS 

(before loop) 
7(_0+77) 

271( 77+ 150) 
491 (227 +264) 
787(491 +296) 

Tixi= 77 
75x2=150 
88x3 = 264 
74x4=296 

your 
secrets... 

out 

how much 
you'll 
make 

Two useful programs by Tom 
Lau for the unexpanded VIC-20. 

Both are from 
Putting Your VIC-20 to Work, 

just out from 
Interface Publications 

his book, 

Variables 
PS Progressive Sum of (ASCII 

value of a character 
multiplied by its place value) 

KC js a counter and doubles as 
place value 

‘CHS input character 
CV Converted Value is the value 

after multiplying ASCII 
value and place value. 

CH the ASCII value of CHS 
There is one constant: 
NC Number of Characters in the 

password 

VC converted value is the value 

NC number of characters in the 
password 

Investment 
If you can work out the 
following problem in 60 
seconds, this program is 
absolutely of no use to you. 
How much money would 

accrue after 5 years if you were 

to leave, at 12 per cent a year, 

the following amounts in the 
bank? 
£100 
£150 
£200 
£250 
300 
£350 
£400 

Beaten by the clock? Not to 
worry! We must admit you are 
at a disadvantage right from the 
start. 

‘The time of 60 seconds is 
roughly what it takes our 
program to RUN and produce 

How it works 
10 CHRS (147) clears the screen 

and brings the cursor home 
(top left comer). “-PASS- 
WORD?” also appears, 

20 The constant NC is initialised 
to since there are four char- 
acters in the password 
“MKXI". If you wish to 
alter the password, this is one 
of the lines you have to 
change 

30 PS, a variable, must be 
zeroed in preparation for the 
calculations in the loop to 
follow 

40-100 loop which processes the 
input characters 
determines the number of 
cycles (times) the loop must 
be done. In this case there 
must be four cycles. What it 
means is that it starts with 
KC=1 and increases it by 1 
(STEP size is 1) after each 

le until KC passes 4, the 
limit 
@ typed character is trans- 
ferred to location identified 
as CHS 
tests whether a character has 
been typed. If it has not, then 
the program returns to line 
$0." represents the null 
character 

70 At this point a character 
must have been received, Ivis 
then converted to its ASCIL 
value using ASC (CHS) and 
placed in a locaton named pt 
the values in.CH and KC 
are multiplied ‘and the result 
put into location CV. ‘s" is 
the multiplication symbol in 
BASIC 
takes the values in PS and 
CV, adds them and puts the 
result back into PS. Note that 
after this instruction is 
completed, the former value 
of PS is lost, being replaced 
by the new value 

100 increments the value in KC 
by 1 (since STEP size is 1) 
and compares it with the 
value in NC. If the KC value 
exceeds the NC value, then 
the program continues with 
next instruction 110;, other- 
wise it returns to $0. for 
another loop cycle. 

110 it has now come out of the 
Joop. 787 is the pre-calculated 
or expected. value for the 
password. “MKXJ". 787 is 
compared with the value in 
PS, and if they are the same 
then the program continues 
at instruction 140, Note that 
whenever the password is 
changed, the value 787 has to 
be changed. 

120 to reach this point, the input 
password must have failed 
the test in 110; so an 
appropriate message is in 
order 

130 directs the program to 160 
which terminates the program 

140 only with the correct pass- 
word can the program arrive 
at this instruction which 
displays the message “PASS- 
WORD O.K."" 

150 is a one-line program for the 
bona fide user to see 

160 termnates the program 
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Vi¢c-20 PROGRAMS 
the answers in a table just like 

10 defines UNS and’ DLS eS been: PRINT "VALUE ,LOW LIMIT. * 
20 clears the screen and brings || OQ return |} S@ INPUT IL 

6@ PRINT LN& “or home 
int the prompt message 78 PRINT “ENTER HIGH LIMIT." 

INPUT IH 
with a flashing ques- 

tion mark, for a user to type 

PRINT LNS 
10@ PRINT “ENTER STEP SIZE.* 

in one Or more numeric 
characters(s). When the 

11@ PRINT “OF TABLE." 
128 INPUT SZ 

return key is pressed, this 
(these) is (are) stored in 
location IL. 

60 prints whatever is stored in 
NNS, i.e. 60 runs a line across 

10 prints tbe enclosed prompt eee 40 Waits and. stores. numeric || called an interval or a step size. 140 PRINT “ENTER YEARS OF” 
character(s) in location IH To produce a table to your 15@ PRINT "INVESTMENT. * 

90 see 60 requirements our program 
100-110 print another prompt || needs a value for low limit (IL), 180 INPUT IY 
120 waits for and stores || high limit (IH), step size (SZ), 178 PRINT LNS 
Pee ree interest rate (IR) and years of 188 PRINT “ENTER RATE OF* 
140-150 print another message} imVestment (IY). When the 
160 waits for and stores a num- || Program is RUN you will be ROOT ERAN o 1! Pee ean le: 52 
ber in IY asked when to enter these|] 288 INPUT IR 
yee 0 wee 21@ PRINT DL 
0-190 ybtain 
n19e pring ame enclosed | yee values used to obiainour} | 359 PRINT *s INVESTED’ RETURN* 
example which is intended to IL=100, IH=400, SZ=50, 230 PRINT OLS 

id the 
ier after number || Peede anaes 240 FOR IV=IL TO IH STEP SZ 

200 number entered is stored in 250 RT=1V86 1+1R/100)t1Y 
IR ness m | See eat |] E88 Prin wv inca 
Welt Rl sae cl Publications, 9-11 Ly a 278 PRINT LN& 220 is headings 4 

230 prints another double tine | | Hligh Street, London W8 SNP. NEXT IV p 
240 IV, the invested amount, is ‘The book includes another 13 

ised to IL, the low || Programs, plus a teach-yourself 
This gives the first | | course in BASIC programmin 

invested value in a table 
250 the calculations on the right 

hand side are carried out and 
the result put in location RT. 
‘The temporary answer is then 
raised to the power of TY to 
give a second temporary 
answer which is finally 
multiplied by IV 

260 prints the values of IV and 
INT(RT). Note that INT(RT) 
disregards the fraction after 
the decimal place of RT. For 
example, if RT is 345,67 then 
INT(RT) is 345 

270 see 60 
280 increases the value of IV by 

‘SZ and then compares. the 
values of IV and TH. If IV is 
greater than TH (i.e. it is true 
that IV is greater than 1H) the 
program gets out ‘of the FOR 
loop and goes to the next 
instruction which is 290; 
otherwise it goes back to 250 

290 stops the program 

REM BY TOM LAU 
REM --- 
REM PROGRAM: 
REM SECURE YOUR PROGRAM 

PRINT CHRS¢ 147) "PASSWORD?" 
20 NC=4 
30 PS=0 

FOR KC=1 TO NC STEP 

GET CHS 
60 IF CH$="" THEN 50 
7® CH=ASC( CHS) 
88 CV=CHekC 
90 PS=PS+CV 
108 NEXT KC 
118 IF PS=787 THEN 140 
128 PRINT “WRONG PASSWORD" 
138 GOTO 160 
14 PRINT "PASSWORD OKAY.“ 
15@ PRINT “PROGRAM CONTINUES HERE" 
168 END 

1 

REM BY TOM LAU 
REM 
REM PROGRAM: 
REM INVESTMENT EVALUATION 
REM 
REM 

7 REM 
10 LNS="- 

28 PRINT CHRS¢ 147) 
3 PRINT "ENTER INVESTMENT" 
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Take the screen test and be a STAR! 
in the | Lh fife high score competition® 

PRIZES 
Use your skill and Ast Commodore 1541 

SINGLE DISK DRIVE 
dexterity to win one of 2x0 Commodore 1520 
our fabulous prizes. PRINTER PLOTTER 
Free entry form in every game purchased 3x0 Commodore 

“only on Gridtrap 64 and Jumpin’ Jack 64, peed latest ProvAce Joystick as prizes, 

reo UMA ING 64 
promise you wont beable to tur ot ts ‘Not just a game... an Experience! 

Teel sul tower wah ‘of fun to play! IT HAS IT ALI... EXCITEMENT. 
HUMOUR... STRA 
‘Jumpin’ Jack leaps into a totally new look for 
ihe 64 created by Three 

 9er09 Full Perspective ono 
game... PLUS... hosts of features never seen 

‘Submerging Turtles — Snakes — Crocodiles — 
STE el of a key 

‘quaver graphic. 
Program No. LWO04 £8.95 [SS FROGRIFFIC ++ 

[Program No. LWO02 £8.95 

NEVER BEFORE HAS A COM! 
GAME LOOKED SO EXCITIN 
FELT AND PLAYED SO EXC! 
Watch astonished as the Triad hurt th 
towards your craft in a remorseless battle 
against your intrusion, 
Feel the heat blast of their anti-matter fields, 
‘Your pulse laser will have to turn white hot 
belore this encounter is over. 
Featuring 
Anew DIMENSION... 

---— ———_ é Into the realm of TOTAL PERSPECTIVE Ps = ee ae tt GRAPHICS... 
(oF Telephone: 061-834 4233 Program No. LWO03 £8.95 

Please send me the following Software I Z Z 
{enclose Cheque/P 0 tor ine P+ PUK ony. | PLLLS Km 
To: Name hh Softwe are 
Address, 

198 Deansgate, Manchester M3 SNE 
Telephone: 061-834 4233 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME Also available trom good computer deal 



Jo Attack is a graphic space 
game for the 48K Spectrum, 
easily altered for the 16K 
version, 

The object of the game is to 
prevent the aliens landing on 
your planet and destroying the 

Race to your 
laser... here 
come the 
Qwertons! 

You've only got to turn your 
back for a minute and the 

aliens are on us again. Type in 
Andrew Armstrong's program 
and your Spectrum becomes 
your planet's only defence 

each wave of Qwerton craft 
destroyed. 

Note: the keyboard BEEP can 
be increased by POKE 23609, 
100 which can help speed up 
data entry. And the speed of the 
repeat on the keys can be 
increased by POKE 23561,5 and 
POKE 23562,5. 
© Unless text, capital letters in 
PRINT statements should be 
entered in GRAPHICS mode, 

Cities. 
The planet is guarded by a 

defence screen which, at the 
start of the game, completely 
surrounds the cities, Aliens 
Which hit the screen destroy 
themselves — and part of the 
sereen. 

So if you are not careful 
aliens will reach the cities 
through the gaps made by their 
comrades, 

Your laser, aimed with the 
control keys and fired with the 
F key, has a limited amount 
of energy. You gain more for 

1 LET Hime 
2 LET tHe If INKEYS="" AND UC>1 THEN GO SUB 225 
3 LET Une IF A>16 THEN GO TO 3e5 
5 REM 10 ATTACK Andrew Armstrong 1983 IF Vc? THEN LET HF 

BEEP .01,10: BEEP 
PRINT AT'Y,%; PAPER 4 
PRINT AT 20,243HI 

+40 
INK 75 BRIGHT 15 "4" 

SUB 1008 
GO SUB 6900 
Go SuB 2000 
LET 1198 PRINT AT AWYy" 
Ler sce TF Het THEN LET Vave1 
LET Yots IF He@ THEN LET Vav-t 
LEY Xe15 PRINT AT @,0; FLASH 2; "FUEL" 
LET BO=15@ Go To 185 
LET Het REM LASER FIRE 
CET Aet PLOT 51,32: DRAM INK 75 (X-6)68, (17-¥) 9B 
LET VeRND*26 PLOT 199,32: DRAW INK 7; (X-24)48, (17-¥) 48 

BEEP .@1,-1@: BEEP .@1,40: BEEP .01,10: BEEP .01,— TF Ve THEN LET Hag 
LEY As="BA CE D © 
LET CeRND*20 
Ler Si 
LET Taz 
LET CHeRNDe20 

INT « THEN PLOT OVER IF INT ac>INT y AND INT v< 
32: IF INT ac>INT y 

AND INT VO>INT x THEN DRAW OVER 1; (X-6)48, (17-¥) 08. 
259 IF INT aC>INT y AND INT x<>INT v THEN 'PLOT OVER 

IF CHO1@ THEN LET S=3: IF CH>1@ THEN LET T=4 15199,32 IF INT ac>INT y 
IF CH>12 THEN IF CHD12 THEN LET T=6 AND Yoox THEN DRAW OVER 13 (X-24) 08, (17-Y) 08 
If CHD14 THEN LET S=7: IF CH>14 THEN LET T=e 255 IF INT ac>INT y AND INT vO>INT « THEN RETURN 
IF CHo16 THEN LET Sei: IF CH>16 THEN LET T=2 268 FOR N=1 TO 1@: BEEP -@1,N: BEEP .@1,NeS: NEXT N 

265 INK 7 BRIGHT 1;"FFFF" 
278 
25 

PRINT AT ¥,X-1 PAPER 3} 
LET scesc+ie 
PRINT AT 20,6;8C 

REM MAIN PROGRAR 
TF ATTR (A%2,¥)=33. THEN 
If 28 THEN’ LET Hee 

60 To 3200 

20 PRINT AT 16,05 INK 33” “yAT 18,125 INK 288 IF SCOBO THEN’ GO SUB 4000 
S;"EEEEEEE";AT 16,19; INK 285 PLOT OVER 1;51,32: DRAW OVER 1; (X-6) #8, (17-¥) #8 

hi 298 PLOT OVER 1;199,32: DRAM OVER 15 (X-24)68, (17-¥)* 
PRINT AT 19,85 INK 33" 

PRINT AT Y,X-15" 
IF Uc>t THEN PLOT 255-T1,175: DRAW @,-8 60 TO 45 
LET Ti=t1+.5, REM PLANET FALL 
IF TID16@ THEN LET Z=1 PRINT AT 28,24;HI 
IF T1¢16@ THEN LET Z=@ IF SCREENS (A+i,V)=CHRE 149 THEN GO SUB 3000 
If T1520 THEN LET U=i PRINT AT Ati ,V3 “FFF 
LET Amati PRINT AT A,v-15" 

15@ PRINT AT A,VsAS(S TO TD FOR Nel TO'3: NEXT Nz PRINT AT Att,Vs INK 3s 
152 IF ATTR (AtL,V)=34 THEN GO TO Seeo 10 45 
155 PRINT AT Yixg" FOR N=65266 TO 65448: READ A: POKE N,Ar NEXT N. 
168 IF INKEYS="6" THEN LET Y=¥+1 DATA 14B,228,248,224,190,226,64,64 
165 IF INKEYS="7" THEN LET Y=¥-1 DATA 49,56, 51 57,125, 71,2,2 
178 IF INKEVS="5* THEN LET X=x-1 DATA 220,252,258, 255, 127,254,218 
175 IF INKEY#="8" THEN LET X=xe1 DATA 195,36,24, 165,126,119, 38,195 
180 IF INKEYS="F" AND UC>1 THEN GO SUB 225 DATA @,95,42,62,28,8,8, 
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eae eae 
SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

DATA 145,82,0,5, 192,074,145 
DATA 140,51,64,92, 32,01 ,5,34 
DATA 25, 100,150,54,138,68,42,34 
DATA 148, 18,97,129,10,12,74, 188 
DATA 28,28,50,35, 148,78, 15: 
RETURN 
REM SCREEN DISPLAY 

9005 PAPER 4: BORDER @: INK @: 
2010 PLOT 24,24: DRAW INK 
2015 PLOT 22,24: DRAW INK 
2028 PRINT AT 20,0; "SCORE 
2025 PRINT AT @,0;"FUEL"AT @,75 
2027 PLOT INK @;8,167: DRAW INK @; 
2030 PLOT 44,7: DRAW @,9: DRAM ~44,0: 
88,0: DRAW @,9: DRAW ~i8e 
sO! DRAW 255,02 DRAW Q,-9: DRAW -255,0 
2e3s PLOT 56,175: DRAW'@,-8 
2040 RETURN 
3800 REN CITIES DESTROYED 
3005 PRINT INK 75 PAPER 4;AT 
3O10 PRINT INK 73 PAPER 4;AT 
3012 BEEP .3,-5: BEEP 
338 FOR n=1'T0 44 STEP 4: BORDER RND*7: BEEP .1 EP .O1ynea: PLOT INK 75¢ 
245/2)4n,32r PLOT INK 73 (245/2)¢n,32¢nt PLOT IN 45/2) ,32%n1 PLOT INK 73¢ 
245/2)-n. PLOT INK 75 (245/2)-n,32s PLOT INK 75(2 45/2)+(24n) 
NK 75 (245/23 * INK 73 (245/2)-+ (Sen) ,32+6 
2en): PLOT INK 
(Sen) ,32¢(2en) NEXT n 

3035 IF SCOHT THEN LET H1=SC 
3@34 LET Us@: PAUSE 1@@: PAUSE 10 
3035 CLS 
3040 PRINT AT 10,3; "PRESS ANY KEY TO RESTART™ 
3045 IF INKEYS<>"" THEN GO TO 15 
305@ GO TO 3045 
3920 REM BONUS FUEL 
4025 PRINT AT 10,18; "BONUS FUEL” 
4910 FOR KeTI TO'TI-10@ STEP -1: PLOT INK 
DRAW INK 7; BEEP .@ 

1, (5@0-K) /105 NEXT K 
4015 LET TI=TI-100 

28 LET BO=BO+100 
4825 PRINT AT 10,105" 

RETURN 
REM’ SHIELD HIT 
PRINT AT A+] ,Vs "FFF 
BEEP .01,30: "BEEP .01,10 
PRINT AT 
PRINT AT 
Go To 45 
PAPER @: 7: BORDER @: CLS 

6005 PRINT AT 3,31"10 ATTACK™ 
6010 PLOT 20,142: DRAW 76,8 
6015 PLOT @,126:DRAW 22,0 
6920 PRINT AT 7,1;"VYOUR PLANET IS UNDER ATTACK BY THE D 
EADLY QWERTONS OF 10." 
YOUR ONLY CHANCE TO SURVIVE IS TO DESTROY THE OWERTON C 
RAFT BEFORE THEY HIT ¥ 
‘OUR CITIES. * 
6025 PRINT AT 19,2: FLASH 1; "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE™ 
6027 PAUSE 19 
6030 IF INKEYS<>"" THEN GO TO 600 
6035 GO TO 6030 
6040 BEEP .1,1@: BEEP .2,0: CLS 
6045 PRINT AT 1,0: "YOUR CITIES ARE DEFENDED BY A ENER 
GY BARRIER WHICH DESTROYS 

ANY CRAFT WHICH TRIES TO PENE TRATE IT."°= THE DES 
TRUCTION OF THE CRAFT 
ALSO DESTROYS THAT PART OF THE DEFENSE PARRIER, 
6050 PRINT AT 12,05 "THE AMMOUNT OF ENERGY YOU HAVE IS 
LIMITED, ALTHOUGH EXTRA EN 
ERGY CAN BE GAINED BY DESTROYING EACH WAVE OF OMERTO 
NN CRAFT. 
4055 PRINT AT 19,33 FLASH 1; "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE™ 
6060 PAUSE 10: IF INKEY#<>"" THEN GO TO 6870 
6865 GO TO 6060 
6070 BEEP .1,1@: BEEP .2,0: CLs 
6075 PRINT AT 5,@;" THE SIGHTS OF YOUR LASER ARE COTR 
OLLED BY THE CURSOR CONTR 
OL KEYS: 
6089 PRINT AT 10,0; "THE “"F** KEY IS USED TO FIRE 
6985 PRINT AT 15,0; "UP DOWN RIGHT LEFT FIRE" 
6098 PRINT INK @; PAPER 73AT 16,8:;"7 6 8 
C Saris 
8995 PRINT AT 19,2; FLASH 1;"PRESS ANY KEY TO BEGIN" 
7000 IF INKEYs<>"" THEN GOTO 15 
782 IF INKEY©>"" THEN GO TO 15 
70@5 Go To 7008 

NEW THE SPLAT: 
FOR THE CBM64 CHALLENGE 

SPLAT! 
N fang 2 

@ 

(| Y 

NEW 
FOR THE CBM64 

THE SPLAT CHALLENGE FOR THE COMMODORE 64 
£6.50 

ae INCENTIVE SOFTWARE, 54 LONDON ST. INCENTI READING RG1 4SQ (0734) 591678 

48K SPECTRUM £5.50 

INCENTIVE SOFTWARE LTD, 54 London Steet. 
‘Reading RG1 450 Tet: Reading (0734) S91678 
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ralitous CASSETTE 

VALUE that’s 
out of this. world 

50 GAMES ON ONE CASSETTE 
DRAGON EIEI@ aie Spectrum’ @gappla’ ATARI ORICA ZxBr. VIC io 

Please send me by return of post, Cassette 50 at £9.95 a 
fT ‘PRESS DELIVERY: per tape. | enclose a cheque! postal order for 
I ORDER NOW £ Cescode Gemmes Ltd I 
= Please debit [— 

ny EME No ! ng Address - ‘50 will appe 1 srectaum [ onic) [ xe [ wc2 [| ages a eecas = [] oracon [~] atan [7] aprte [J ll Post Code eB Siena. ! 
ite iaywra Crescent. Harrogate, f county cascade Norn Yorkshire G1 586. England. I 

1s & Stockists enquiries welcome. “85% Telephone: (0423) 504526, Hews Le 

it was the best then.. 

ee Oe ee ee ee ee 

Chess-players with a 48K Spec- 
trum will find this program ideal ...and now it’s even 
if they are stuck for a partner. 

I have seen other chess better, with these games for computers, but as far 
as | am concerned, this is the best new features: 
so far, and should give hours of 
enjoyment to thechess buff. B.B. by. 

* Unique digital chess clock. 
Sevaslity Rane Automatically records time taken 
graphics 15% by player and computer 
value for money 100% * On-screen indication of total 

| kkwewx* possible moves 
* Interrupt facility- forces 

ode computer to play current FOR 48K 

2 best move _ 

* Opening book of over 5,000 moves! 

Masterchess —the game eZ = real pte £6. 85 

PHONE YOUR VISA o3icc\icinnnivoSon(poase ar 

OR ACCESS Eats aoppostapackingperorsen > : 

NUMBER — (111 te socies0344)4 27317 MIKRO-GEN, 1 Devonshire Cotages, London A, Brchnel NG12 27a 
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Wordmaker/ 
Listmaker 

Spectrum 48K 
£7.50 

IMS, 143-145 Uxbridge Rd, Lon 
don W13 9AV 
“Develop spelling, reading and 
vocabulary skills". Suitable for 
ages five to 12, covers: Simple 
three-letter blends, initial 
consonant blends, final long 

Learning 
with your 
computer 2 

Are these likely to help your 
child? Our experts examine 
another batch of educational 

software 

vowel, silent ‘e’ rule, confusable 
vowel combinations, initial 
consonant diagraphs, initial and 
final consonant combinations, 
‘al’ as ‘aw’, confusable endings, 
suffix ‘er’ iregular sounds: with 
12 word-lists, 

A pre-selected word-list cover- 
ing an area of difficulty is 
loaded. the display shows certain 
fixed letters intermingled with 
vertical, movable bands of 
vowels, consonants or the 
alphabet, i.e. The child cursor 

Five Little 
Ducks 

48K Spectrum 
£9.95 

Five Ways, Arrow, 17-21 Con- 
way St, London WiP 63D 
One of two early number learn: 
ing packages for under sixes that involves listening to a rhyme tape 
while reading the book, and then @ program to teach sorting and 
matching, meaning of numbers, 
develop concepts of- counting, 
iving practice in recognising and 
understanding numbers up to 
five, and makes counting fun, 
There are five activities in each 
of the two sections: number and 
counting. 

Activity one uses clear 
graphics of two homes, such as a 
cake and car park, with a candle 
and a car appearing above before 
going to their appropriate 
homes. Then one appears, and 

moves the first vowel ‘a’ into 
position, and then moves the 
alphabet. When he recognises a 
word, he presses Enter. If right, 
he gets a tick, a “yes”, and 
little head climbing a score pole, 
otherwise “‘not found” and "x" 
Number of words findable is 
displayed and Help 
unfound words 

Side 2 allows you to compile 
your own word-lists 

shows 

Get 
without the 
words demo seems impossible. 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 

lue for money 

Keying the correct area on the overlay causes it 10 go to its 
home — if correct the candle lights and wax runs down the 
side, or the car turns. Incorrect 
answers cause a failure sound 
and awaits a new input, 

Other activities “follow the 
same format, high standard of graphics and use of sound, 
leading to the final lake scene 
where keying in the number 
outlined on the lake causes that 
number of ducks to land on the water, The program cannot be fooled by keying in the wrong 
number — too many cause the extra ducks to fly away and too few cause the task to restart 

Tw. 
instructions 

ing to the Main program 
long, two-letter 

D.C. 

90% 
85% 
90% 
90% 

4 it right @ short - wen you ge taht a sort 
The ENOFMUS fe leuer of jong of thee Alphabet —ayuscal and ethan takes 

Turnip Keying and reinforcements a 32K BBC B sane fates on the ume 
48K Spectrum _ teiore, bur cach correct response €9.95 tc, All this very, impressive 

£9.95 brings’ assistance for the old be although the brigh action, 1 Soft, 112 Arterial Rd, East Wpoklet gives. pictures 
are pal x S89 coloured b et een is Five Ways, Arrow, 17-21 "A cooking pot below a shelf Onalse ENRenees 8 elt MEO, he boll 

Conway St, London WiP 6sD with @ mouse pushing @ turnip 4G {Gucational in its own right. 
ikden learning OF 
Iphabet this is 
Weimay not be the 

‘and its scope 
limited, but 

Millidge has 4. Milde a 

appear in Spelling with a picture 
of the object to be spelled and turnips in place of letters. A 
mouse, keyed to move left or 
right, "selects letters. Correct responses cause the turnip to be Pushed towards the pot, to fall in after five correct. If wrong the 

or those eh 
practising the 
Gatien asset 
peapest program, 
je undeniably 

ogrammet 
Bone a irst-lass oD 

sound, movement, it's 
sea very wel 

fot the Joram which cant fll 
writen re chibSred fascinals educational Use BOS: 
1c s suitable for ages four 

The child has to recognise 

Three activities introduce spell: 
ing, that | ave sounds as 

as names, and that words 
are formed by’ adding the right 

ter sounds together. In Letter 
Sounds an old man stands by a 
turnip above three pictures while 

Colour, 

to si shows and press rsd Amolse pushes the fistewer of Questioning: mouse returnss the wear the picture shows and PRESS cong ty thername of one of the pctarcy, Word is spek ont and vanishes to what recteer of he word, c.8,.U  inseucton 350 It can be keyed to move or “in”, be copied by thechild, T.W for, umbrella. General ie Sepiay i He When correct, “mouse  somer. or yen are excellent: a Beautiful ese 
saulis and man waters turnip isruation ste Paterna, a pate commie ot r===3 
which grows. wrong mouse ¢ase of use thud arrot and So On, respond tO faces child with a question mark display 90% teas good ut it Si era ave above its face, value for money te *p"” — of course it s! Word Making finds the old then = for tars! 

Lk kkk | man pulling out the enormous 
turnip with a mouse pushing the 

Compusoft, 32 Watchyard La, 
Formby, Lancs L37 3JU 

A set of some 16 programs on 
one cassette which aim to help a 
student at Physics ‘O’-Level 
standard understand optical 
science. They take much the 
same form as a book, being 
divided into sections with 

tions. The quality of the 
diagrams is not high and the 
choice of colours leaves 
something to be desired — white 
‘on yellow does not show up well 
— and little use has been made of 
animation. 

Whilst the subject matter is 
there, it's presentation is not 
stunning. I noticed several 

ant diagrams within the spelling mistakes and some of the instructions 60% 
Optics °9 Sorc screenlavouts need debugging. 1 case of use fom 

IBC £9. "The graphics are no substitute particularly disliked a screen display % 
BeKibeces for good practical demonstra- reply that pronounced: “You did value for money 20% 

bad’ 
Teaching by computer should 

be innovative and refreshing, use 
should be made of colour, 
sound, animation — all the 
things’ you can’t get from the 
printed page. Why write a book 
and then show it on the screen? 
That is all this set of programs 
has really achieved. J.G.W. 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Datext 
32K BBC £6.95 

Optima, 36 St Petersgate, Stock- 
port SKI 1HL 

‘Two programs which combine to 
provide a Teletext-like system for 
display. The first program 
creates and then allows editing of 
the pages. Unlike most of other 
teletext editors I've used, this one 
doesn’t use the function. keys to 
place the control codes on the 
screen. Instead it uses the normal 
keys when CTRL is pressed too. 

‘AL first thought this would be 
difficult but as the codes are well 
thought out — for example, 
CTRL/C gives ‘C’olour change, 
CTRL/G *G'raphies — they are 
easier to use and they can be 
learned very quickly. The only 
criticisi I have of this section is 
that you have to type all double 
height text twice, others do this 
automatically. 

Keys 
32K BBC £2.99 

Compusoft, 32 Watchyard La, 
Formby, Lanes L37 3JU 

Do you want single keyword 
entry for your Beeb? Then this 
might be what you need, once it 
hhas been de-bugged. The idea is 
to provide six separate sets of 

Shaper 
Dragon £9.95 

‘Shards, 189 Eton Rd, Ilford, 
Essex 

An impressive utility. Use it to 
create sound effects for your 
ames. Also included sa BASIC 

aiding routine that may be 
merged into your own programs 
for simplicity of loading those 
games. An-added bonus is a 
Useful screen invert sub-routine, 

Well thought-out, a great deal 
of effort has obviously been put 
not only into the programming 
but also into. the presentation. 
When the video cassette-style 
box is opened you can see what 
these flashy packages are made 
for. Not so with many other 
large boxes where you have to Send out a search party to find 
the software. 

Toolkit 
48K Oric £8.95 
IMS, 143-145 Uxbridge Rd, Lon- 
don W13 9AV 
A neat wedge” 
allowing access to 14 extra 
BASIC statements, including 
most of the expected toolkit 
commands such as renumbering, 

automatic numbering 
deleting lines. In addition the 
program effectively upgrades the 

program 

kk kk *& 

‘options one has is very limited. It 
only gives two alternatives: cyclic 
display, with each page on screen 
for up to 30 seconds before the 
next appears, or selective with a 
user typing’ the page number 
wanted. 

This 
used better control programs 
which allow a mixture of the two 
using the arrow keys to move 
forward and back at will. 
Reasonable value. Should be 
considered if you need dynamic 
Aisplays. ise version: £10.95. 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

Keyword definitions to fit into 
the function keys. 

Drawbacks are that part of the 
sereen. is lost and 2K is taken, 
This is where the major bug 
lurks. To fit in all the key 
definitions memory is set aside, 
(on a cassette-based system, from 
Page upwards resulting in Page 
being reset at &1600. The result 
is that the program tries to 
assemble the definitions into the 

Here there is the program 
cassette, a complimentary blank 
tape and comprehensive 34-page 
manual. 

There are 100 pre-defined 
sounds already built in and you 
may use these or alter them to your heart’s content by changing 
a set of parameters. The sound 
effects are excellent and you can et some pleasure out of just 
listening to them and playing 
about with the variables. 
However, the real beauty is using 
these sounds in your own 
programs. DW. 
instructions 95% 
ease of use 85% 
display 85% 
value for money 0% 

Oric-1 to Atmos standard by 
adding PRINT AT, VERIFY 
and APPEND, as well as the 
simple file handling commands 
WRITE and READ. These 
function as the Atmos STORE 
and RECALL. 

‘The program also includes 
RESTORE to a particular line 
number, CATALOG — displays 
contents of a cassette tape — and 
fa simple method of redefining 
any of Oric’s standard 
characters. 
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The control program is not so 
good, however, as the number of 

not very flexible. I have 

middle of itself! 
The program is in BASIC and 

the only instructions are in 
REMS, These are not always 
useful, particularly as the 
Program seems to have been 
renumbered and the REMs do 
‘not always refer to the correct 
line. I found an unused line 
which points to the program 
being rushed out. The disc 
systems seem problem-free. But 
it was still quicker to type in the 
keyword. 

SPeg.o5 

IMs, 
London W13 9AV 

retains vara 
OKE print 

adress in no" 
ithe first POKI 

Toolkit can be loaded without 
disturbing a resident. BASIC 
program and resides at top of 
user memory allowing normal 
use of HIRES mode. Most of the 
additional commands can be 
used in immediate or program 
mode. 

‘A disappointment was that no 
facility for searching a program 
for a particular statement is 
provided. However, you rarely 
Seem to get everything you could 
wish for these days. What is 

Are these 
any use to 

you? 

HCW's experts look at utilities 
for the BBC micro, Dragon, 

Spectrum and 

143-145, Uxbridge Rd, 

offers off, you get 
ri lock delete, a to turn it 5 

auiberi e, change 1O¥ET OF Load ines, lock aesur 
oF ute only. 

PORE cas aber, a trace, Ny old debueged pope aperand scroll POMPE — est program did mi 
Yardue? Providing them |S things and a block delete Oo fore ee 
another story. to tines vanit without DUBS: 

Many facilities are comm Es program. Fucks with more 
assette of 

bles when used. 

fal REM lines. 

Oric 

Useful and good value — once 
debugged. J.G.W. 
instructions 20% 
ease of use 60% 
display 80% 
value for money 65% 

pressing space 
possibly entering 

there are tool 
i tion. 

facilities and easier operauion 
‘pants to screen Se Ke 

proweame and PONS Paskane iS 

ermine code), title, byte 2° instructions rit 
machinmnory needed, and address ease of use phy 
and mary program. NEW is Gisplay 30% 
Of GED etc subituting and Yale for money 

le 

included seems to. work very 
smoothly. The serious BASIC 
programmer should definitely 
have something like Toolkit 
available, and the additional 
range in-program commands is 
very attractive. 
instructions 85% 
ease of use 90% 
display N/A 
value for money 80% 



The next generation of 

EARLY LEARNING SOFTWARE 
has arrived! 

Hand-built by teachers,played by children fh 
CJUNGEBRUMIBLE, (5+) 
WHIZZ, QUIZ” GRE) 
STARMRUCKER (9+) 
PART YoqIMe (3+) 

Comput tert tutor" member of the Argus Press Software Group 
No 1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB. 



In this game, Shuttle Pilot, you 
are in control of a space shuttle 
which has suddenly lost control 
and is losing altitude rapidly. 
Your task is to bomb the 
derelict city below you totally 
flat in order to land your shuttle 
which has many passengers 
aboard, 

Will you be a good enough 
pilot to enter your name in the 
Hall of Fame? 

Hints on conversion 
It should be very easy t0 convert 
this program to run on other 
machines, however, here are a 
few hints to help yo 

Replace PROCxxx with GOSUB, 
DEFPROC with a REM state” 
ment, ENDPROC with 
RETURN. 

Replace REPEAT UNTIL loops 
with GOTOs unless you've got 
an Orie, or Sord with BASI 

YDUI7, X chooses colour X 

VDU3I,X,Y, is equivalent to 
PRINT. TAB (X,Y) or PRINT 
AT (X,Y). 

7 is equivalent to PEEK. 

*EX210,1 turns all the sounds 
off. 

+FX210,0 turns sounds back on. BOPROCAeF ine 
7OHODE7: PROCA nt 
aQREPEAT 
‘9@MODE?s VOU: 

The short machine code routine 
assembled at the end of the 
program is a simple routine 
which returns the ASCII code of 
character at the current cursor 
position, 

110PROCgane: 
MODE7#PROCKabL © 

1SQUNTIL FALSE 
140 
ISQDEFPROCGame 
160REPEAT 
17@PROCS nit 
18QPROCacreen 
190REPEAT 
20@coLOUR1 
2IQPRINTTAB(XC%,YC%) splanet 
OIF INKEY(-99} AND NOT bom 
@IF bomb PROCdran_ bomb 

2aOPROCWai t (280) 
S,50-YC%,1 

THEN PROCEr Op 

a te 
OIF XC%9=19 THEN PRINTTAB (XC: 

crashed=TRUE. 
s¥Ozavox+ is xC 

SOQUNTIL YC%=30 OR crashed 
SIOIF crashed THEN PROCcrash ELSE PROCnew_scre 
UNTIL crashed 
JENDPROG 

35@VDUI7 , 
YOUSI 13,8 
360COLOUR7 
370FOR x 
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An arcade-type game to test 
your reflexes from Shingo 

Sugiura. You're the pilot of a 
space shuttle and the only 
landing sit in a derelict 

city 

Are you good enough for 

the shuttle pilot's Hall 
How it works 

10-30 REM statements 
50 call a PROCedure which 

assembles a short machine 
code routine 

60 call_ a PROCedure which 
defines characters 

70 call a PROCedure which 
prints the instructions 

80-130 main loop 
150-330 the game itself 
340-430 a PROCedure to set up 

the screen 
440-470 drop bomb 
480-530 crash! 
'$40-590 new screen 
680-710 initialise variables 
720-740 delay PROCedure 
750-980 instructions 
960-1220 Hall of Fame feature 
1230-1450 define characters and 

envelopes 
1460-1560 Assemble machine 

code routine 

Note: This program will also 
work on a machine fitted with a 

41@COLOUR 
420FORX=0 

sBENDPROC 
S4QDEFPROCArop 

TO 18:PRINTT 

AGQDEFPROCCr ash 
S9@SOUNDQ, 1,6 
51@vDU19,2, 
Sz@PROCwai ¢ (32000) 
‘SSOENDPROC 
S4QDEFPROCNen_screen: 
SS@FORNO=@T016 
S6QPRINTTAB (ho ,YCX=1) Lands 

AB tho, ¥C%) 
'S7QNEXTho: PRINTTA 

SOUNDE10,0,141 
SeOPROCWai t (12000) 
‘S9ENDPROC 
S@QDEFPROCAr a boat 

7ABENDPROC 

disc interface without any 
modifications 

Main Variables 
XCM% X and Y co-ordinates of 
the 

shuttle 
score score 
crashed a Boolean 

which indi 
variable 

BX%,BY% X 
ordinates 

the bomb 
planeS the shuttle 

COLOUR!  SOUND@,—10,4,255 

17, Cx) planess TAB(t 

1¥DUI9,@,0,0,2,0 

ROCwad t (<ho+S) #80) : PRINT 



72QDEFPROCWaLt 
QFOR del a 

ror 
7BQPRINT “CH 
790PRINTCHR: 
BBOPRINT CH 
BI@PRINTCHR 

PRINT 
BSOPRINT "cor 
GAQPRINT"You 
SSQPRINT “pal 
BSOPRINT "de 

#14 1CHREL 
RS 1SOTAB(B) 
#1305 

st safely 

S7UPRINT’“Press the space bar 
BBOPRINT 'CH 
890PRINTTAI 

9201FA=81 Ti 

Re129TAB 

MEN #FX210, 1 ISOIFA=BS THEN #Fx210,0 PAQUNTILA: 
9SQENDPROC 
96QDEFPROCE 
970PROCamme 
geevnui29, 

of FAME" 
‘99@vDU129, 

of FAME 
1O@8VDUS1 ,10,VPOS, 134,141: PRIN 

1940NE 
1QSOPRIN 

© replay."s 
1@6OREPEATUN' 
187BENDPRO 
1B0@DEFFROC 
1a901F 
1100F0F 

(order+1)#15) 
11 2@NEXT 
113@sc (64%) 
LLAQPRINTTAB 
LiS@PRINTTAB. 

SOPRINTT 
70PR 

1iGoPRIN 
11g@vDUs1 

13 7@vDU: 
1eavpu2 
13¢avbu: 
1a1evu2 
1 ve 
1A3@pl anes 
14401 ands. 

CHRE2S 1+CHRS: 
1ASBENDPROC 
1A6@DEFF 
147@vDU 
1 ABENDFROC 
LA9QDEF PROCS: 
150@DIM code 
1510P%=code 
1s2@cOPT @ 
ISSOLDAMIS: 
iSaestx272: 
15S@FORA=@) 

2NEXT 
1SéQENDPROC 

=e TO 7 

cswonp=t 
C,names 

@, POS, 134,141 :PRI 

"Pres: 

0404)44425 

This is the 

& 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

SOFTWARE 
Britain's 
biggest 
TEXAS 
software 
stockist 

Send S.A.E. for full list of Hardware 
and Software from our vast stocks 

NOW IN STOCK 

Atari Software Cartridges for 
TI-99/4A 

Yet another scoop by 
Parco Electrics 

Pacman... 

Proctector Il 
Defender .. 

Picnic Paranoia... 

Send for sensational scoop! 
Donkey Kong... ..£20.00 

Ring for low prices on 
Ti software 

4 DORSET PLACE 
NEW STREET. 

HONITON, 
DEVON Electrics 
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A great line up of I7 NEW titles... Eoumooone ss aranisoorso0 AMES ‘rthe 
direct from CANADA pe Ee 
FOR 2X81, SPECTRUM, VIC 20, C84, ATARI! 
Just run your eyes over these new tiles now available through “SOFTCHOICE 
LTD" the U.K subsidiary of the well-known Canadian Software House 
INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHING 8 SOFTWARE INC. Purchase wih confidence 
superb EDUCATIONAL, UTILITY and GAMES SOFTWARE! 

EXCITING 
NEW GAMES: 
ed Henncre GREAT UTILITY AND BUSINESS SOFTWARE Pe for ZX81, SPECTRUM, VIC 20, COMMODORE 
FOR 2x81 ite een ee and . ‘SPECTRUM TAKE ANAY 200, 

———_ 

HOW TO ORDER. BY TELEPHONE ) «712684 BY POST To purchaso ary o he toms 
Hyouawa ‘coals ide pease simply Min th coupon Blow we You 

Posto: SOFTCHOICE LTD. 
52 PLATTS LANE, LONDON NW3 7NT 

‘SOFTCHOICE LTD. 
52 PLATTS LANE, LONDON NW3 7NT 

iH 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

TEL: (01) 431 2494, TELEX: 923753 ! 

Don’t believe us read the press 
“Contains a wealth of useful hints “Texas owners can look forward to 35 new 

and explanations... games for their starved computers” — 
easy to read and easy to understand.” Computer & Video Games 

Personal Computer News 

GETTING 
STARTED 

STEPHEN SHAW IS A RECOGNISED AUTHORITY GAMES 
ON THE Up! CONTRIBUTES TO EDUCATIONAL 
HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY GRAPHICS 

AND COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES BUSINESS PROGRAMS 

TEXAS EACH BOOK 

tickbox  £5.95plus50pp/p. 
GETTING please enclose 
STARTED CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER 

PHOENIX PUBLISHING ASSOCIATES, 14 VERNON ROAD, 
BUSHEY, WATFORD, HERTS. WD2 2JL. 



a SS Ee 
SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Programs 
with a 
purpose 

Marklist 
32K BBC £6.95 ions built in, 

- including the ability to calculate Optima, 36 St Petersgate, Stock- the percentage score for the pupil 
port SKI THL (from the raw score) and 

calculation of the standard 
deviation of each group as well 
as the whole year. 

Another good feature is the 
‘zeroing’ facility, eliminating the 
need to re-type all the names for 

‘Obviously intended for teachers, 
this database could do a valuable 
job if it fits your specification, 
‘Unfortunately it doesn’t fit mine 
nor does it satisfy any of the 
other teachers to whom I have different subject's scores. 
Shown it. The main reason: its  Qyerall, the program has a great failure to accept more than one deal to offer but could have been 
score per pupil, needed in most so much better if extended. Also 
subjects where there may be available on disc at £10.95. D.C. more than one assessment 
criteria, For example, English ‘where language and ‘literarure structions Sep Useful and utility software 
ial agence te ee on star-rated by our experts 

In the program’s favour is its 
vast capacity, being able to 
accept the results of a full year 

Jcomputer user. It runs through a blend of accountant and ‘more jargon than any computer computer enthusiast. The 
may be 40- or 80-track and manual, with six box cycles, four package is also over priced. I HMS Home comes with a user manual. The ox ejcles, debior account realie professional software 
Press release accompanying the les, cl lowns etc... costs mi ‘more, but this is the 

ene Well packaged produce says it's It would be better (0 rewrite it home market after al, 
wi the best home accounting system © — or arrange a short training fs 

dise £28.75 for the BBC B. Well, how di course. On running the program instructions 
live up to this ambitious claim? 1 found the system difficult to ease of use 

Harris McCutcheon Systems, 40 First let’s us look at the user follow and overly complex for a display 
Huntingdon St, London Ni manual. Its style is, to say the simple task. value for money 

= least, difficult to follow. It may ie package may be the jm 
Available only for dise-based _be straightforward to a qualified answer for the small business- 
BBC B micros, the disc supplied __accountant, but_not to a mere man, though he would need to be 

no 10 can be 
phere SP relocatable 1 Side 2, whe 

compiled int’ snactiine codes 
Micro-Prolog = “<<, for ccponting "packages, gnosis, car 48K Spectrum iechinical siuynosis and £24.95 particularly” in the artificial 

Sinclair, 25. Willis Rd, "Anhistorian, for instance ‘Cambridge CB 2AQ. a d 

ie 
nts 

iy with 
‘Sketch-type screen. designer 

cit 

procom, 309, High Rd, Lough- 

might eee all the kings and ton, Essex ‘ sold by, ‘queens since the year dot and be sve all been waiting — Tjrawmaster. ig. mars 8 Micro-Prlogs aloe program. thle to ask: "Who. way Henry The one wernsaeeasy. Now only Nou revealing, ts tation n intead of VIII's mother-in-law?”. It is telling the computer What to do, necessary all allows you to ask the computer questions of relationship. The 
pack: 
explai 

The excellent superb packae we 
casy but apleasures THEO Simost yf rwo. good, software, He large-size Manual, O eograms — nevtably, utility collectgr, fy superfluous si ahs og ably, Mind fed ad 
supeteplicitly menu-ed buy both mind packaging 
Heegining of err. ‘Advertising aed. ‘his apa 

to program all 
relationships; saying “roof is : above house" permits you to consists of a cassette, an query “What is below roof?”” tory booklet and a An excellent implementation 4 s sprite id be ame 300-page paperback, Micro- for the Spectrum and “with Tape Side, 1 A aateter ‘NOt recommended. 

Primer, with many exercises and excellent manuals, Dc. designer, UP tO ents. allow ' 95% examples, so, clearly, trying to ; oa squares. The four Tal “flip. instructions 35% explain how’ it works here is instructions 90% horizontal and ve OpyINE, ease of USE 958% Iinpossible case of we mee Mouation, swapping, CORMINE; ease 95% 
is suitable for expert system display N/A elshift, oth up 10 six Hye for money 

Programs built round large value for money 15% ‘and whole sprites, wit 
databases of facts and relations, so that if a question is asked [>i ale led about these facts, an intelligent answer will be given. It has been 

nce of 16 frames in any 

intoar you, like or, O08 
r To 

csi ed and reloaded 
‘Finished sprites load into Tay 

ds, but in a shorter, jixel, plot and draw, changing. they won't run unless Scope is 

Scope Sona teerfal’ way, enabling overall or. specific colours, memory. ISP_considers publ 
ABK SPECTFUM —youto write programs, including showing scores and high scores, cation of programs using Scope 

fines, which are then and. clearing all or part of or licences for their use. 
95 Sioriled imo" machine code, display. e; ne angtaty niger if spates were 

~ igh St, ied from a BASIC program. ‘Compiled programs run much inclu neve 1M 
SuSce, saad High St, cal: manual is extremely easy faster although, with only UDGs useful. D.C. 

s to follow. Commandsare written _programable, ‘some flicker 3 F Bes 
Writing graphic programs? into REM statements and cover inevitable. After compiling, the __ instructions gsm 
Can't get the hang of machine putting graphics to screen, next address available for Scope ease 01 us 0% 
Cais “Frustrated” by BASIC movement, testing positions with is shown, ‘making it easy to display | WA 
Slowness? Take Scope! Itadds 31 automatic’ jump to your sub- calculate how many bytes have ey 
mman "Many routines, better (although not been used and all the programs or garage 

caniene 10 PAS ASIC musical) sound, scroling "by are relocatable. Unfortunately, XK KES 
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eS ee eae en, Tee re ey 
SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Tarot Card 
Atari £12.95 

English Software, Box 43, Man- 
chester M60 3AD 

Yes, now you can closet yourself 
in with your computer, turn 
down the lights and find out how 
your life came to be all screwed 
up. And how to unscrew it, even. 

Don’t ask my why, it begins 
with a pleasant starlit'scene of a 
modern coastal city viewed from 
offshore. Soon the moon rises 
and the soft susurration of waves 
breaking is heard. This is your 
signal to press START. 

‘The computer then asks you to 
enter @ question, maximum 21 
characters, about anything. It 
will digest your input and show 
you three cards, one of which 
You will be asked to pick — this 
should be the one most applic 
able to your situation 

Voyager, Business Centre, 
Claughton Rd, Birkenhead L4i 
OES 

‘A fast moving arcade game 
covering three different screens. 

‘Aliens have invaded earth and 

Centipoid plus 
three 

48K Spectrum 
£6 

Orwin, 26 Brownlow Rd, Lon 
don NW10 9QL. 

Centipoid is just another name 
for centipede, at least the 
graphics suggested a centipede. 
yet another variation of space 
invaders, this time disguised as 
scorpions, spiders and of course 
a centipede. 

One useful feature is the 
ability to re-define the control 
keys, which should be in every 
game.’ some of the ink/paper 
combinations make at times for 
difficult reading 

Although action is smooth, 
and keyboard response very 
positive, the game doesn’t make 
for compulsive playing. It’s 

Armada 
TI-99/4A £7 

Itmakes a change to set the clock 
back, here to the 16th century as 
the British once more do battle 
with the Spanish Armada. 

The screen displays a view 
from your ship's deck, its 
cannon and outlook to sea. An 
enemy vessel appears and travels 
‘across the waves. After selecting 
its anigle and powder load your 

The screen will clear and 
display eight cards each of which 
has a special meaning regarding 
life's perilous voyage. Based on 
your previous question and card 
chosen, you will see your 
prospects covering each card 
shown 

Unfortunately, the necessary 
limited database can make it no 
more than a novelty. The 16K 
version omits some cards. 

This game, with nice graphics, 
could be of interest for those 
who find the occult fascinating. 
Other lusters after the unknown 
may wish to continue on their 
way. 
instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

‘an endless stream of their 
fighters plunder the earth. You 
belong to a small band of 
freedom fighters. On screen one 
you must avoid the spacemines 
to get to the recharging stations 
to gain ammunition, On screen 
two you can use this to shoot 
your enemies. On screen three 
You must negotiate barriers to 
Feach the top where you are 
rewarded with extra lives and 

irksome to be continually asked 
to press a key in order to 
progress to the next stage. 

ide 2 contains three games 
written in BASIC, which is very 
evident. First is a graphic mini- 
adventure in which your task is 
to open a safe. The game is called 
Hound, because a hound pursues 
you. The second game, Panic, is 
‘one of those wall and ladder 
games. The final game is a three 
dimensional Tic-Tac-Toe, you 
against a very slow computer — 
(on average about one minute per 
move. In today’s highly 
competitive software market 
these games represent a very 
amateurish offering. BB. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

100% 

cannon is fired. Sinking the 
enemy produces another ship 
‘until all 10 of the British or 
Spanish fleet are annihilated. If 
you miss the ship returns fire. 

This sounds complicated but 
before long you are so familiar 
‘with the angles and loads that the 
game becomes boring 

‘The game is supposed to be for 
one or two players. In the one- 
player situation you play the 
computer, which has a SO per 
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For the fun 
of it 

Latest games for Atari, 
Dragon, Spectrum and Texas 

ay-t play-tested 

ammunition. The sequence 
repeats until all lives are lost and 
each time the screens get more 
difficult, Each has a time limit — 
(on screen two this increases by 50 
every time you lose: 

AL the start of each game you 
can set and test the sensitivity of 
the joystick. 

There are nine levels of 
difficulty which determine the 
number of lives you begin with. 
High score tables for each are 
maintained and these can_be 

mputer Simulations, 
Cases Way, London SE3 7 
Langton 

‘Another “Game for sitls” 
mmffrican gitl help Bobo, an African Bo the 

home from schoo! 

tao pas ith os fa on 
<4 Mastermind: 

guess = 
eaten a age 

page choice ‘i gases “a 

five difficul 
animate 

which objects 
coconuts 
the four blue 
up_ cursor 
arrives 

(books, 

when your 
conveyor 

and** 
place, on each gues 

14 

My display 

by our team 

saved. 
A BASIC program needs to be 

loaded and this automatically 
loads the main machine code 
program, Loading caused no 
problems. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

at perhaps 1 wasn't guessing 
bas Bobo takes correetly 
a ol s and part (wo 

xd objects an is E 

ight 
bottom 

taht 
‘and the hidde 

them 
instant 
ey cing a hidden animal, she 
“iis 9 tte pee eB ree te 
Be Mee ear, nal Ne ahah tie 
device SS se 
MeaShoss jones man hn nm sa mcmerng set une 6 ea pio a 
Sy: mina ose BE 

m0 ae 
85% oe 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for mont 

re showed three clues although 

Gnother Spectrum gave four = 

cent chance of making a hit. 
‘When two people play they take 
turns. 

Apart from the instructions, 
however, there is no difference 
between the one- and two-player 
game — the display is the same 
and the computer participates as 
before. There is little point in 
two people competing, since it 
may be the computer that decides 
the winner, not necessarily skill. 
Needs Extended BASIC. _J.W. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 



cracking this code needs 
some careful thinking 

How it works, 
0-5 initialise 
91-94 set up sound chip 
100-102 randomly pick code 
105-140 et guessed code 
160-230 process what counters 

should be displayed 
300-320 display counters 
340-360 return to guessed code 
410 remove sprite 
{500-540 completed code routine 
600 fail to complete code routine 
700-730 another go? 
900-2000 set up screen 

Your challenge in Logic Master 
is to crack the code selected at 
random by your computer. 

The code will be made up of 
four digits, each a number from, 
zero to nine, and can only be 
cracked with careful thinking 
and logic 

Each time you enter what you 
think the code is the two boxes 
‘on the sereen will turn into a 
number of counters. 

Each counter in the bottom 
box tells you that one of the 
digits in your guess is in the 
correct place and is the correct 
number 

For example, if the bottom 
box turns into four counters 
then you know all four digits 
are in the correct place and are 
the correct numbers, 

ach counter in the top box 
means that one of the digits in 
your guess is the correct number 
but is in the wrong position. 

So if the top box turns into 
four counters then you know 

ie 
TRincsoneneocen. «7a rorenrsezr2.5 

‘ts Corocoe 

Logic Master is frustrating... 
ut fun. Type in Mich: 

Diskett's program for the 
Commodore 64 ante those 

brain cells wi ing 

BL,WA 
‘bottom, top boxes 
CSO one digit of player's 

that all the digits in your guess 
are correct but in the wrong 
places. 

While playing the game you 
can only use the numbers 0 to 9, 
of the delete key to edit any 
mistakes you have made. 

@ As usual, we have inserted 
REM lines above the control 
characters in the listing to help 
you while you are typing in the 
program. These REMs should 
not be entered. 

te i 
F 
i i Ae P 

0 FOREEAG 14) CLRIEN 

oe 2 etn +B WNEATRY.CH 

R423 8 NETS 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Race, 

Buggie: 
cBM £6.99 

Bubble Bus, 87 High St, 
Tonbridge, Kent TN9 IRX 

A race-and-chase game with a 
difference. Normally you race 
down a rapidly unfolding track 
avoiding cars and hazards. Here 
you can bump and be bumped by 
ther ears, forcing a crash off the 

Chinese 
Juggli 

CBM 
Ocean, Ralli Buildings, Stank St, Manchester M3 SEB 
A fiendishly cunning idea — to replicate a Chinese juggling act. The scene is the stage in a theatre, The curtain rises and, to frantic music, a_juggler spins plates on sticks, Then it’s your turn, 

You control the juggler with the joystick. At the start there are ‘eight sticks. You have to move the juggler to the front to pick up plates, position them and Set them spinning. Every so often you need to rush back to Previous sticks to keep the plates spinning. If you manage to get 

Asteroid Miner 
32K BBC £6.95 

Optima, 36 St Petersgate, Stock- 
port SKI 1HL 
Another space game but, unlike 
most others, it has none of the 
fast shoot-em-up appeal. This is 
more a game of strategy. 

The most disappointing thing 
the poorly defined gle 

colour'graphic shapes wl 

. and 
spinning the 

plates... 
New and not-so-new ideas in 
arcade games. Our reviewers 

play-tested them 

sides of the track, Another 
gimmick, in deference to the Fall Guy and Dukes of Hazzard, is 
that you can jump over cars and 
obstacles, providing you are 
doing over 100 mph. 

It sounds good and the initial 
screen display and introductory 
tune build up the exicitement. In 
practice, however, I was a bit dis- 
appointed. Idea and the imple- 
mentation aren't bad, but some- 
how 1 wasn’t hooked. I think it 
was just little too difficult for 

‘eight plates up and spinning you 
g0 up a level. 

There are 10 levels. At the first it doesn’t matter what colour 
plates you use but at the next you 
have to use the specified colour 
and so on. 

It seems an ideal gift for 
someone who wants to run away 
to the circus. It’s also a challenge 
to armchair critics who've seen this on TV and reckon they could do better. Difficult at higher 
levels, it is also very satisfying when you get all plates up and 
spinning. Needs joystick. L.C. 
instructions 80% 
playability 70% 
graphics 80% value for money 70% 

tend to flicker a great deal, 
suggesting the game is somewhat 
late onto the market. They are 
fairly representational but lack 
the finesse one now expects. 

‘The strategy element is the 
scooping up of precious metals 
from the asteroid storm, keeping 
your opponent from’ having 
them, while at the same time 
avoiding his neutron mines and 
the other Mloating debris. Control 
is fairly good and responsive 
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Moonbugsy 
48K Spectrum 

£6.95 
Visions, 1 Felgate Mews, Stud- 
land St, London W6 9JT 
Unfortunately, the instructions Just state LOAD"*”, and should read LOAD" "CODE. A small 
Point, maybe, but one that can throw a newcomer to the 
Spectrum into a panic. 
| The game is of the space invader type, but the base is a four-wheeled bugay. Apart from flying baddies there are all kinds of things in the horizontal plane 
as well. These are rather graceful 
and appear to be performing a 
ballet. They still drop bombs, of 
course. The landscape is pitted with potholes. If you fall into 
one, or are hit by a missile, then a wheel drops off to signify a life 

me, which made me lose interest, ; Rive er ees: aon with perseverence that quite high graphics scores could be clocked up, 
A high-score board, available at the end of each game ‘encourages friends to take turns, Mf you like race games. this Fepresents the latest and most up to date version. Joystick needed. 

|, from St 1 
Ra. Stockport, Cheshire 

is 2365. Seated in the 
Tesi of your junk collector & 
Srarning on the instrument panel 
Informs you its time for action — 
‘a nomad fighter has just 

sete. joystick. contrls you 
steer to the nomad’s heading. At 
this point your adversary a0 screen, 
orate quickly. set to, shoot 
before it attac 
to a different headi 

Your purpose 
and destroy, however, 
not be reward 
are there (0 sal 
‘When these have 

ing. 

and, as is usual in space games, it 
is the difficulty of manouvering 
that provides the drama. 

The asteroids are simply dots 
— this too suggests this game has 
missed its time. 

There is an element of skill in 
the movement and avoidance of 
mines left by the opposition but 
overall this can only be 
considered a rather dull and 
unimaginative offering with very 
litiletorecommendit. D.C. 

value for money 

agnetic prong: 
Tockpit. Rapid 

ks and accelerates 

jot to seek 
wet, as this will 
by points. You 

Sauvage, saelites, 
‘been located 

they are collected by the 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

lost. You can jump over the Potholes, if you are not too busy. The graphics, though strange looking, move’ smoothly, and there is very positive keyboard response. I am very impressed by the programming standard. Small gripes: along with other Programmers, this one has at times made ‘a poor choice of 
paper/ink. And, as I say here often, the option to choose your ‘own ‘control keys should be included. A good quality game for those not tired of space invaders, BB. 
instructions 15% 
playability 100% graphics 80% 
value for money 754% 
zak Kk 

ss seen from your 
alignment is 

as once the satellite is 
visual range it will have 

gutatyocated on a different 

perfingou like this sort, of 

simulation you will perhaps 

enjoy varying the frequency 
aitacks,, laser POMes ag 

sive . 
shack. Although deste 8 
for, more advanced players, ¢ 

dit did not sustain my 
Taterest for long. Needs joystick 
Extended BASIC. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics value for money 

rx 

45% 
25% 
25% 



CALLING ALL [sens curticanon 
AQ ARW 8 CASSETTES — DISCS — EPROMS 

uy USERS! < 
7 YEARS DATA EXPERIENCE 
HIGH LEVEL OF SECURITY 
NORMALLY NO MASTERING FEE 
NORMALLY 7-10 DAY TURNAROUND 
24 HOUR TURNAROUND SUPERFAST 
SERVICE IF REQUIRED 

Cassette Duplication — for most micros. 
Disc Duplication — 35, 40, 80 track S/S, D/S, S/D, 
DD. 

Eprom Duplication — most types. 
All data verified. 
Blank Cassettes, Discs, Eproms — bulk sales only. 
Blank Labels — most colours — bulk sales only. 
Labels in sheets or rolls. 

* NEWSERVICE * 
Letter-heads and forms in rolls or fanfold for 
computer printing. 

Telephone: (0226) 87707 24 hours 
7 days a week 

ae ob Ot 
+ tt 

Now there's a User Group especially for 
YOU. For just £6 or $12 you can join the 
‘AQUARIUS USER club and get a monthly 
magazine which gives you ll the latest on 
your Aquarius, news, facts, and features. 

AQUARIUS USER 
AQUARIUS USER is packed with information written by experts. it 
Covers details on new products, and peripherals, reviews on the 
latest sofware, general news about home computers, usertips, 
reader offers, competitions, letters and much more. 
Ityoure part of the dawning age of AQUARIUS join AQUARIUS USER 
now: AQUARIUS USER LTD, 6 Wymering Road, London W9. 

N 
Adcress ! Enquiries and accounts to: 

JLC DATA, 49 CASTLE STREET, BARNSLEY, 
SOUTH YORKSHIRE $70 1NT 

In the interests of security, callers without appointments or proof 
‘of company status will not be seen. 

Postoode_——__—__- 
Please enrol me as a member of AQUARIUS USER. 
enclose £6 subscription for 5 Issues (or £10 for one year 3 | 
payable to Aquarius User Lid, 66 Wymering Rd, London W9 

‘Access Card holders ring 01-289 2188 (24 hours) 

POOLSWINNER 
‘THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM 

PREDICTS —Not just SCOREDAAWS. but NOSCORES. 
AWAYS and HOMES. 

ITWORKS — We guarantee the program performs signifi 
cantly better than chance 

ADAPTABLE “Poolswinner’ allows the precise prediction 
formula to be set by the user — you can 
develop and test your own unique method. 
Probabilities are given on every fixture — 
choose as many or as few selections as you 
wish 

EASY TOUSE Fully menu driven, with detailed instruction 
booklet 

DATABASE —_The program comes complete with the largest 
database available — over 20,000 matches. 
The database automatically updates as results 
come in 

APPLE, BBC (B), COMMODORE 64, DRAGON, SPECTRUM 
(48K), ZX81 (16K), ATARI (48K) 

£15 (all inclusive) 

We produce databases for those developing their own prediction 
‘program. Two years results £7.50. Five years results £12.50, 
Aso available Course Winner/computer aided horse betting, 

For above computers — £9.50 
Available rom desler, or drect (return of post ‘rom... a 

Selec Software 
37 COUNCILLOR LANE, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE 061-428 7425 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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Vic-20 PROGRAM 
This is a useful little program 
which accepts any date between 
1800 and 2099 and calculates 
the day of the week on which 
that date fell. The program is 
based on a formula learned 
from an elderly relative. 

The span of years acceptable 
as the input can be increased by 
adding lines similar to those at 
250 and 260, and altering line 90 
accordingly. For example, any 
date between 1700 and.’ 1799 
would require an instruction to 
add 4 to the value of the 
variable A, 

However, a word of warning: 
beware of the fact that, due to 
the re-organisation of the 

lendar, the day following 2nd 
September 1752 became 14th 
September. The dates 3rd-13th 
September 1752 never existed. 

The program is fully robust 
Unacceptable input is rejected 
but, to a large extent, spelling 
mistakes and the shortening of 
the names of months is ignored. 

Months must be input by 
me (eg, “June”? or Jun’ 

acceptable, but “6” will be 
rejected), 

Hints on conversion 
This program should convert 

fairly easily, as the final 
display, as ‘listed - here, is 
merely a black screen with 
white lettering. There are 1 
graphics and no sounds, 
although, of course, sound 
can be added if you wish to 
make the program a little 
more interesting. 

POKE 36879,8 sets the entire 

The first PRINT command (line 
40) sets the colour, for this 
and all subsequent’ lines of 
print, to white, 

Lines 40-60 and 80 ask the user 
to input each part of the 
relevant date separately, 
following each part by return 

LEFTS and RIGHTS are used to 
form new strings from the 
stated number of characters 
at the start (left) or end 
(right) of an existing string. 

PRINT instructions only, with 
nothing following the com- 
mand, tells the machine to 
leave “a blank line on the 

The reversed heart, as in lines 
30 and 340, simply clears the 
screen and returns the cursor 
to the top left hand corner of 
the screen, 

M28 (see line 85) shortens the 
month which the user inputs to 
its first three letters. This means 
that the month can be input as, 
say, “Sep”, “Sept”, ‘Septem: 
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Choose a 
date, find 
the day 

Trick question: What day was 
September 3, 1752? Answer: It 

never existed. Type in Day 
Finder, written for the 

unexpanded VIC-20 by A.R. 
Jenns, to calculate days of 

dates 

Main Variables 
A holds the running total of the 

all-important calculation 
which gives a final answer 
between 1 and 7, which 
corresponds to the day of the 
week 

LY will equal 1 if the input year 
isa leap year and 0 if itis not 
A leap year occurs every 
fourth year, except at the 
start of the century 
(calculated in lines 130 and 
135) 

B is used briefly, in line 270, 
where any’ unwanted 
remainder from the fin 
answer of 1 to 7 is disgarde 

BS gives a past or future tense to 
the final answer, putting 
anything before Ist January 
1984 in the past tense 

AS is the day of the week 
DS, MS and YS hold the day 

‘month, and year, as input by 
the user 

or even something like 
“Sepoooo8m”, 

As long as the first three 
letters are input correctly, the 
day of the week will still be 
calculated. 

Input is in the form of a 
string, rather than a_number 
variable, in all cases. The VAL 
command is then used repeat- 
edly to convert the input to a 
numerical value 

This allows the splitting of 
the year into two parts (e 
1972 can be split into 19 and 72) 
for different parts of the 
calculation. The two parts of 
the year are held in Y2$ and 
Y3S 

The use of strings rather than 
number variables also permits a 
much more tolerant input — for 
example, the day of the month 
can be input as, say, ‘22” or 

2nd’, or even something 
silly, such as ‘22xyz’” 
Anything totally unacceptable 
will, of course, be rejected. 



FANTASTIC SAVINGS 
SAVE SAVE SAVE 
Buy any tape from the recommended retail price list and you can 
then buy any tape from the fantastically low DOUBLE SAVERS 
list. To ensure REAL VALUE for money you may purchase as 

many pairs of tapes (one from each list) as you wish. 
SPECTRUM 48K DOUBLE SAVERSLIST COMMODORE 6 DOUBLE SAVERS LIST 
ALCHEMIST IMA £1.75 2Z00M TMA 

Al tapes guaranteed genuine ite 
Sop PER tape post and packing must be added. Fast delivery 
assured, purchasers will receive comprehensive list of games and 
programs to suit your micro at MEGASAVEs rock bottom VALUE 
for money price, plus the next FANTASTIC DOUBLE SAVERS 
list. Please state spectrum or commodore when ordering. Send 
cheque/PO to 

MEGASAVE 76, WESTBOURNE TERRACE LONDON W2 

TI-994A SOFTWARE 
Two great games for the unexpanded TI-99/4A, 

PILOT 
A great new flight simulation game for one player. Options for take-o 

‘or in fight, Graphics display of landing strip, terrain map, instrument panel 
Full instructions included. Graphics and sound 
TI TREK £5.95 
Defeat the Klingon invasion fleet. Includes $ skill levels, graphics quad 
display, 8.x 8 galaxy, phasors, photon torpedoes, long range scans, and much 
more. Full instructions included. Graphics and sound. 
TEXAS PROGRAM BOOK £5.95 
35 programs readyto type into the unexpanded TI-99/4A, including 3-D Maze, 
Lunar Lander, Horse Race, Invader, Caterpillar and many more 
Send cheque or P.O. or telephone with Access/VISA for immediate despatch 
Please add SOp p&p to orders under £10, Orders over £10 post free 

-N APEX SOFTWARE 
Hastings Road, St. Leonards-on-Sea, 

| Ce) E. Sussex TN38 SEA 
Tel. Hastings (0824) $3283 

COMPUTER SALES a 
C&R 33 BURTON RD, LINCOLN LN1 3JY 

(0522) 26699 Ge) 

A6OOXL £151.99 VIC 20 £94.99 

Pacman game) £69.95 Keyboard enhancer) £33.95 

Please send large SAE for list of software and 
peripherals stating type of hardware you use. 
FREE Postage & Packing (UK only) 

Please send cheque payable to C&R computers 
with order. Please allow 21 days for delivery. 
Software available for Spectrum, BBC, Dragon. Plumbs the depths 
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PROGRAMMABLE 
JOYSTICK Se 
INTERFACE 

for 

Spectrum 
QUICKSHOT Il & x< PACK CONTENTS 
TRACKBALL or z 81 SUPPLIED 
Beconmised 8 the only ive, Handwae © Programmable Interface Module as illu ‘ogrammed Joystick interface this product rated, complete with clip-on. program: offers all the features associated with such a : ning leads. ripe s design. : Self adhesive programming chart detailing You can use any Ata-compatibe joystick how to define which key is simulated by controller with any software for your Sinc- UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, and FIRE. 
lair Spectrum or ZX81, not just those with a E Goes ne Joystick option, 
Movement of the joystick is recognised by the computer exactly the same as pressing the appropriate conttol keys, and can there: fore give the most. immediate response to that movement. ‘the hardware programmed . design works, with al! posable! key-reading One pack of ten Quick Reference Pro- methods, both BASIC and Machine Code. gramming Cards for at-a-glance setting 
Eight directional movement, with, or withe to your games requirements, 
out the fire button being pressed, can be 
achieved by only programming the left, 
right, up, down and fire keys required by the game, 
Programming is achieved by a two-digit code, which is looked up on the Programming 
Chart supplied, for each direction and firing 
button, ‘These’ two numbers are then sel- 
ected On a pair of leads which are clipped 
onto appropriately numbered strips on the 
interface, 
Once configured this can be marked onto a . 4 12 months guarantee and full written 
Quick Reference Programming Card. for ‘ instructions, storing with the game. As the programming > 
is not power dependent the interface can be 
immediately used when next switched on. 
The keyboard remains fully functional and 
can be used simultaneously with the joy stick, Programmable design gives TOTAL soft- 
‘An integral rear expansion connector means M6 Support. 11.95 
there is'no need to remove the interface to * Accepts Atari, Competition Pro, Wico, 
connect other peripherals. Starfighter, Quick Shot, Le Stick ete. +eTPeP 
NB. A. recent design improvement now * Rear extension connector for all other 
means that the AGF Programmable interface add-ons. 
Works with the ‘new Quickshot IT rapid Free demo program and instructions. Nauto Fire” feature. 

Quickshot II. Joystick 
NEW IMPROVED GRIP : BUILT-IN STABILIZING SUCTION CUPS 
TRIGGER FIRE BUTTON : RAPID AUTO FIRE SWITCH : TOP FIRE- BUTTON 

AGF Hardware, Bognor Regis, West Sussex PO22 9BY. Telephone: (0243) 823337. 
FROM: MR/MRS/MISS 
ADDRESS 

SEND C.W.O. (NO STAMP NEEDED) TO: A.G.F. HARDWARE, DEPT. HCW. 
FREEPOST, BOGNOR REGIS, WEST SUSSEX, PO22 9BR. 

ary ITEM ITEM PRICE 
PROGRAMMABLE INTERFACE 
JOYSTICK(S) 
PACK(S) QUICK REFERENCE CARDS 

2x810 ZX SPECTRUM C1 Please tick FINAL TOTAL 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME EXPORT PRICES ON APPLICATION 



Top Ten pr
ograms fo

r the Dragon 32 BEST SELLERS 
Microdeal (9) 

4 TheKing Softek (2) 2 woe Top 30 3 Eight Ball 
4 Cuthbert in the Microdeal (—) 

Jungle Microdeal (7) 
5 Devil Assault ‘M.House (1) 
@ Hungry Horace Microdeal (—) 
7 Frogger 1 Manic Miner Software 
Space Shuttle Microdeal (5) Projects Spectrum (1) 

Simulator Peaksoft (3) 2 Hunchback Ocean Spectrum (2) Aer ‘Salamander (—) 3 3DAnt Attack  Quicksilva Spectrum (3) 40. Grand Prix 4 Atic Atac Ultimate Spectrum (6) 
5 Hunchback Ocean CBM 64 (10) 

20 6 The Hobbit M. House Spectrum (5) 
‘Ten programs for the VIC 7 Bear Bower Artic Spectrum (22) 

Top 8 LunarJetman Ultimate Spectrum (7) 
9 Chinese Juggler Ocean CBM 64 (27) - d the (2) . 1 Wes Nas ic oe AGF ‘Spectrum (11) 

a juga Boo 
2 cee et a (The Flea) —Quicksilva Spectrum (23) 

4 Wacky Waiters Rabbit (5) 3 pears Micro jl Dragon 8) 
5 Paratrooper ultimate (10) 14 Si x feten ay inooker Visions VIC-20 (28) 
6 Jetpa CESS el 15 The King Microdeal Dragon (14) gehts ama 16 Falcon Patrol Virgin BM 64 (12) 
en cieune aera 17 Hobbit M.House CBM 64 (13) 
9 SuperS Run mel 18 Jet Set Willie Software 

ats Projects Spectrum (—) yl 19. Chequered Flag Psion Spectrum (19) 
20 Cuthbert in the 

Jungle Microdeal Dragon (21) 
21 Hunchback Superior BBC (20) 

Top Ten programs for the ZX81 22 Pedro Imagine Dragon (29) Apa Daeg 23 Zzoom Imagine Spectrum (17) 1 Flight Simulation Sinclair (1) 24 Harrier Attack Durrell Spectrum (9) 2 Football Manager Addictive (3) 25 Penetrator M.House ‘Spectrum (19) : eae Sinclair (2) 26 Colossus Chess CDS CBM 64 (30) aecey ion PSS (8) 27 CrazyKong Interceptor + CBM64(24) 

eaieae Guia 2 sede. mugs MGROIED ine C-20 (22) e Meet Storm DK'tronics (—) Now : ‘ort Sinclair (—) Generation Spectrum (—) 9 2XD.B. Bug-Byte (10) oe 10 Chess2 Artic (=) Compiled by PCS Distribution (0254 691211) froma | inal ie szmele of 0 dealers inthe U.K. end Norther tend, 
y sters. it is it 

ample by Websters. Fguresin bracket are Chart is for sales in the fortnight ended March 9, 

m 
Nea

 ee spect 
“Top Ten programs f° 

Psion (1) 
+ Chequered Flag urimete (2) 

tic AtG Psion (— 
3 Flight Simulation Ultimate (6) 
4 Lunar Jetman Quicksilva (3) 

Ant Attack Imagine (7) 
6 Alchemist Ocean (5) 
7 Hunchback M.House (9) 
 TheHobbit Intelligence (8) 
9 Cyrus-1S-Chess Durrell (4) 
40 Scuba Dive 

‘smith. Figures in brackets are 
Compiled by We last week's position’ 

LER ORATOITTIR GIEGICIN oT ee 



The Dragon has a good-sized 
memory, but how do your recall, 
facilities measure up? Find out 
by typing in The Memory 
Game. 
The program works by 

setting you a series of fun 
problems to solve in two 
minutes. 

Each problem consists of: 

1A number of object names 
appear at random positions 
on the screen 

2 You study the words for 10 to 
30 seconds — the time varies 
according to difficulty level 
= in an attempt to store them 
away in your mind 

3 The sereen darkens, followed 
by the reprinting of the 
object names minus ong 

4 After you have studied the 
remaining names the screen 
will clear and leave you with tl 
the problem of typing in the 
name of the missing object 

5 You are informed whether you 
have answered correctly. or 
incorrectly and the process 
repeats itself as many times as 
possible within two minutes, 
This means that you should 
waste no time with your 
response to the missing object 
question, 

Full instructions are also in 
the program. 

There is a scoring system and 
a high-score table, This high- 
score routine is clearly indicated 
in the listing so you can use it in 
your own games, 

REN*tAAenaeEt eee eeeseneeesene 
50 VS="V51T255L20005FGBFTAP1~ 
69. XR@RND (~TIMER) 
70 DIMWSC12) ,W2#«12) ,SO(I1) MEL) LOL) 
G0 CLSQ:PRINT@7S,"the";CHRE(128) ;"memor y":CHRE (128) 398 
me"s 
9@ PRINT@128 STRINGS (52,137) s2PLAY Vs 
100 PRINT@261 , "home" sCHRE (128) ; "computing"; CHRE (128) 5 "w 
weekly"; :PLAY UF b 
TiO PRINT@S63, "WRITTEN BY"; PLAY VE 
120 FORT=2 TO'11:PRINT@427,"TIM COPSEY™;:PLAY*O"+STRE(T 
NT (1/2) ) +°T255L 250DEF"s PRINT@427, "tim" ;CHRS (128) ; “copse 
yils PLAY" TBP1":NEXT:PLAY"T4P1" 130 CLS:PRINT@B, "the memory game” 
140 PRINT*WELCOME TO A GAME WHICH I5 FUM TO PLAY AND A 
IDS YOUR ABILITY TOREMEMBER THINGS! ~ 
15@ PRINT: INFUT"WOULD YOU LIKE INSTRUCTIONS ";h#2TF LE 
FT#(KS,1)="V" THEN 160 ELSE 
160 CLS: PRINT@I@, “instructions” 
478 PRINT"THE NAMES DF OBJECTS WILL SE DISPLAYED AT 
RANDOM POSITIONS ONTHE SCREEN FOR A PERIOD OF TIME DETE 
MINED BY THE LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY SELECTED. THEN T 
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How’s your 
memory? 

This will put 
it to the 

test 
Quick recall is needed to play 
Tim Copsey’s game for the 

Dragon 32. Type it in and test 
e family, Changing the 

words when they get too 
familiar 

The program uses about 
314K of RAM. 

The EXEC 41194 command 
is used to pause execution at 
certain points until any key has 
been pressed (including 
BREAK), 

The data can be changed if 
you find you are becoming too 
familiar ‘with the words — 
replace the last 12 of the 13 
items with words of six or less 
characters. The first item, 
Dummy Object, is there to 
make the program function 
correctly. 

The flashing effect used on 
certain messages is achieved by 
using PRINT@. 

First the message is printed 
normally and then it is. re- 
printed in the same place in 
inverse video. This process is 
repeated a number of times in a 
FOR... NEXT loop. 
When I was developing the 

sound effects for the title page 1 
discovered a good laser/zap 
sound which can be found in 

WE SCREEN WILL CLEAR AND ALL THE") 
18@ PRINT"ORJECTS WILL BE DISPLAYED AGAIN EXCEPT 1, WHI 
CH YOU MUST NAME. EACH CORRECT ANSWER INCREASES "YOUR 

SCORE. THE FINAL SCORE IS CALCULATED BY:—" 
190 PRINT"NUMBER CORRECT ¥ OBJECTS" 
208 PRINT*YOU HAVE 2 MINS TO SCORE AS MANYPOINTS AS YOU 

SC#O:CLS:PRINTRS, “level of difficulty” 
PRINT@6S,, "DIFFICULT 

1@ SECS DISPLAY TINE* 
15 SECS DISPLAY TINE™ 
28 SECS DISPLAY TINE” 

4 — 3@ SECS DISPLAY TIME” 
SASIEST": PRINT. 

Le1 OR L24 THEN GOTO 230 
REQUIRED CHIN 

350 DATA DUMMY OBJECT,APPLE, PENCIL ,CUP, BOOK ySPOON, BOWL, 
36O "NOTE DUMMY OBJECT WILL NOT APPEAR ON SCREEN 
378 DATA PLATE, KNIFE FORK, LANP RULER 
38Q NeRND (OZ): IF INSTR(1,NAE,WE(N))<2@ THEN 300 ELSE NA 



DRAGON 32 PROGRAM 

410 IF H<2 THEN PRINT"THE ORIGINAL "O2"OBJECTS. 
‘AND NOW WITH ONE MISSING! ":PRINT@SE@, "pres 

ou know already"; 
10 OB 

430 X=RND (25) s Y=RND (12) + ¥B=CHRS (+6) 
440 IF INSTR(L,2#,¥8) 220 THEN 450 ELSE Z#=7#0¥8:PRINTEX 
+(¥032) ,W2# C1) |: SOUNDSB, 1: NEXT 
450 IF L=1 THEN T2=1100) 
480 IF L=2 THEN T2=1808 
470 IF L=3 THEN 12=2608 
490 IF L=4 THEN T2=3900 
499 FORI=1 10 T2 
00 IF He2 AND INKEYS=" * THEN S1@ ELSE NEXT 
510 RESTORE:NAg=""3Z5=""2 1 
520 IF He2 THEN 56@ 

j30_CLSQ: PLAY"T1402CFFCCCDEACCDEAFGACFGDCCC™: TINER=TIME 
R-150°T0 GIVE USER FULL TIME ~ MUSICAL INTERLUDES 
540 IF OB=02-2 THEN RETURN 
380 OB=c2-2: GOSUB400 
56@ CLS:PRINT@S16,"";2INPUT"Which object nas been resov 
ed "08 
570 IF OF=-W2$(02-1) THEN FOR J=1 TO S:PRINT@41S, "THAT 1 
5 THE CORRECT ANSWER": PLAY"T2503FGABCBDDFFFOSDDFF":PRIN 
edie, "that is the correct answer":PLAY"PIPI":NEXT:SC=S 
Ce: TINER=TIMER=158: G0T0S9@ 
SB@ IF 0#<2H28(02-1) THEN PRINT@S14, "WRONG! THE ANSWER 
WAS *sW2# (02-1) :SOUND108,2: SOUND25, 1@: TIMER=TINER-48 
398 Hee 
600 IF TIMER (S0*120) THEN 330 
618 PLAY"TAPI":CLS#FOR T=25 TO 208 STEP 25:PRINTTAB(B)” 
YOUR TIME 15 UP!":SOUNO 1,3:NEXT 
620 SC=SCe02:REM SCORE* OBJECTS 
620 PRINT"IN TWO MINUTES YOU SCORED"SC 
680 REM®: sneneees: 
658 REM: 
668 TF SC>SO(1@) THEN INPUT"ENTER NAME”: M8 (11)2 IFLEN(ME 
(11) 9915 THEN ME CLL) @LEFTS (15 He (11)) 
670 IF SC>SO(10) THEN SO(11)=5CeL (11) =L 
80 FOR T=i1 TO 1 STEP-1 
690 IF L(T)<LCI=1) AND SOI) >=SO(I-1) THEN J=t 
7@0_ IF SO(1)>S0(1=1) OR Jet THEN DeSO(I=1) rLB=L (1-13 :Re 
Sie (1-1) #50 (1-1) =S0 (1) 28 (1-1) M81) 2L CL) =L C1) SOC) = 

LEVEL SCORE"; 
73@ FORS=® TO 9: PRINTS (S¢3) #52,5¢1;ME(S) PRINT@ (#3) #52 
+18, (S) sPRINT@(S#3) #52426 ,50(S) :NEXT 
748" PRINTSTRINGE (32,175) 5 

IND OF HI-SCORE TABLES: 
778 INPUT"DO YOU WANT ANOTHER GAME"; 08: IF LEFTS (OS, 1)=" 
YO THEN 238 

AN EYE-OPENER FOR ALL THE FAMILY 
Visit the show that brings you up-to-date with today's 
technology. Whether you run your business, domestic 

accounts, learn or play with your computer; 
if you don't have one but want one; we 
have all the hardware, the software, the 
help and advice you could ever need 

If you live in the North West don't miss it! 

NEW CENTURY HALL corporation STREET MANCHESTER 
Opening hours Thurs & Fri 10-6 Sat 10-4. Adults £2.00 Children under 16 £1.00 
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LETTERS 

Defend 
your micro 

1 am 14 years old, Four 
years ago I started to get 
hooked on computers when 
1 saw my maths. teacher 

ith a 380Z 
Research Machine. Then 
there was only one boy in 
the school with a micro and 
that was a ZX81. 

‘As time lingered on 1 
managed to get a TI-99/4A 
‘and was, and still am, very 
happy with it, But’ then 
suddenly another person 
got a micro and then 
another and another. Soon 
all the class was made up of 
Electron, Spectrum, T- 
99/4A, VIC-20, Commo- 
dore '64, Dragon ete 
owners. 

‘After that flood school 
wasn't the same any more. 
All the owners of the same 
micro ganged up and 
started insulting other 
gang's computers, | There 
were savage remarks and 
blistering insults about 
some other gang's 
keyboard. It was worse 
than Dallas. It was 
unbearable, Tt was 30 
terrible one Dragon owner 
broke down in tears after a 
merciless barrage! 
Now we're launc 

competition to. see which 
micro has the best games. 
Don't worry you will get the 
results! 

So, for any school pupil 
about to buy a computer, 
remember: be prepared to 
stand up for it! 
‘Andrew Davies 
Birmingham 
% software winner 

Spectra 
Sound-off 

If any of your readers are 
considering purchasing a 
DK'tronics  Spectra-Sound 
unit, beware! If you own a 
Series 3 Spectrum, forget it. 

‘After. reading the fitting 
instructions, fitting seemed 
easy so I” purchased it. 
When I tried to fit it these 
were the problems I found: 
© Clips would not attach 
to points as indicated 
(Soldering has to be done, 
which is only an option in 
the instructions) 
© Tuning is very tricky 
© It is impossible to close 
the case with the unit inside 

1 then discovered from 
Dk'tronics that, this unit is 
not. compatible with the 
Series 3 (no reference to this 
in the fitting instructions). 
Tam now left with the 

problem of recovering my 
money, which shops do not 
like refunding. 
My main question to 

Pace 50 HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 

Send your letter to Letters, 
Home Computing Weekly, No.1 
Golden Square, London W1R 

3AB. Don't forget to name your 
computer — the best letter 

could win £5-worth of 
software. Got a problem with 
your micro? We'll soon be 

starting a queries page, so send 
your technical questions to 
Queries at the above address 

DK’tronics is: Why was this 
problem not discovered 
earlier? Do they just make 
accessories without testing 
them, 

I ‘feel quite annoyed 
about this as I was willing 
to risk invalidating my 
guarantee for the prospect 
of better sound, I now find 
Tam left with no better 
sound and no guarantee! 
D.R. Witton, Stratford, 
London E15 
Don Priestley, of DK‘tron- 
ics, said: “Ninety per cent 
of the units work quite 
satisfactorily and some 
users have written t0 us to 
say how delighted they 
are," 

Answering Mr Witton’s 
points, he said that when 
Sinclair brought out the 
Series 3 Spectrum, DK’ 
tronics tested its Spectr 
Sound on one of the new 
‘models and it worked. 

However, DK’ tronics 
later discovered that this 
was only true of some Series 
3 Spectrums. By then the 
units were on their way to 
customers. 

He pointed out that the 
instructions, while saying 
the crocodile clips could be 
used, said: "The best way 
to do this is by soldering. ”* 
A further problem was that 

j changes inside the new 
Spectrum made fitting 
difficult, 

He said that the Spectra- 
Sound would work with 
Series 1 and 2 Spectrums 
connected to 80 per cent of 
televisions. Tuning was 
difficult with the remaining 
20 per cent. 
Mr Witton’s problem 

with closing the case was 
also because of the 
Spectrum's internal 
changes. 

‘Mr Priestley promised 
that owners of faulty 
Spectra-Sounds, or users 
with Series 3 Spectrums or 
the 20 per cent of 
incompatible TVs would 
have the £9.95 purchase 
price, plus. their postage, 
‘refunded if they sent their 
units back to: DK’tronics, 
Unit 6, Shire Hill Industrial 
Estate, Saffron Walden, 
Essex CBII 3AQ. 

He said DK’tronics had 
now ceased production of 
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the Spectra-Sound and sales 
would end when the present 
stock was exhausted. 

Mr Priestley said: ‘We 
could make another model 
but it would be more costl 
‘and we have had so many 
problems with this one t 
it’s not worth pursuing. 

What's 
my chance? 
1 read with dismay Bill 

} Bailey's letter (My. Oric 
| Calendar, HCW February 

20.- March 5) and thought 
what chance had I got with 
mine, 

‘When I started to experi 
ment with loops I found it 
would not do the following 

| ox=0 
20 IF X = 10 THED 
30 PRINT X 
xX =X +01 

| $0 GOTO 20 
| 200 END 

200 

| 1 would have expected the 
Joop to count in increments 
Of 0.1, 0.2, 0,3... 0.699999, 
0,7999999," not necessarily 
in that order, but along 
those lines, Also it did not 
recognise the condition 
statement at line 20, 

When I changed ‘tine 20 
and substituted the equals 
sign with a greater than sign 
it terminated the loop. As a 
matter of interest, I asked a 
friend to try it on his Oric 
and it did exactly the same. 
I wonder if other Oric users 
have experienced this? 

| T have been waiting for 
my Orie for nearly six 
weeks. I have pestered the 
purchased. They say it is 
Oric International who are 
holding things up. I have 
written to Oric but have not 
heard anything, 

Is this a taste of after 
sales we are going to get 
from Orie? If so its new 
‘Atmos release will be very 
hard to sell 
J.M. Hopkins 

aaa 

Over to you 
1am very proud to say that 
1 own a 48K Spectrum. I 
make sure that every week 
T have a copy of HCW. 
Congratulations on having 
the best reviews about, 
especially when HCW only 
costs 40p. I would be very 
grateful if any reader could 
tell me of any software 
companies who have 
produced a good version of 
the arcade game Time Pilot 
for the 48K Spectrum. My 
friend owns a Commodore 
64 and has Space Pilot 
which is excellent. 
‘Thomas McMurray 
Hamilton, Scotland 

shop from where it was | 

| 
| 
| 
| 



NATION E SHOPS & DEALERS 

DO YOU WANT MAXIMUM Peete 
BENEFIT FOR YOUR MONEY? DIRECTORY AND 
— THEN USE OUR SHOPS AND FIND OUT THE 
DEALERS GUIDE TO ADVERTISE LOCATION O 
YOUR RETAIL/MAIL ORDER eae 

BUSINESS. SPECIALIS 

ae | MmcRO SS GZ 

52A Bromham Road 
Bedford 44733 

8 St. George's Arcade, 

cu ang tachi of BBC, ial siverdaic, Newesstc] | mm — sncaieagedthen || | UL a ae treason || ger PHOENIX 

89 Euston Road, Morecambe, 
Lanes. Tel: (0524-411435) 
ALSO OPEN SUNDAYS 

Commodore, Sinclair & 
Official dealers for pw SOFTWARE = 

CENTRE 
MAIL ORDER SOFTWARE 

BBC SPECTRUM ETC. 
Phownix Sofware Centre 

{8 Hulah, Yeovil, Somerset 
BBC * COMMODORE 64] 
SPECTRUM * DRAGON 32 Tce ereettensee’ || -—— PENNINE ee ea tieeleeota arses ‘stock. COMPUTER CENTRE 

WARE PRODUCTS ave NOW vi S Zui Votoe Avene, toutnand ||| qe,have,now moved to, SCOTLAND Essex. Tel: 0702 43568 Lanes. Tel 0254 390424 
SHOP AND Look at our opening hours — THE G, 

COMPUTER SOF NORTH HUMBERSIDE |] einettegicatid i] GUIDE AND S rarae arnagt 

SOFTWARE free catalogue stating micro. | | JOU AUS) Dy wie aeryaan 

AT DISCOUNT PRICES 
CONTACT VIC ON (0482) 706767 LONDON 

MAIL ORDER WELCOME DETAILS ON + WANTED- CLEAN COMPUTERS ENFIELD. 
M. MICRO’S COMMUNICATIONS O1-AST OSE? 
14 DORNOGH DRIVE Full range of software, 

JAMES RECKITT AVENUE, HULL computers, accessories, 
books, service & repairs. 

7 “AS! y 135 High Street, LANCASHIRE Pondees Ea 

, : Enfield, Middx. 
BUSY B's COMPUTERS") || Tet 01-805 7434/7772 

hardware/software needs 
SURREY 91 Dearden Gate, Haslingden, 

MIDLANDS 

JERESGROVE LTD 
COMPUTERS 

SPECTRUM GAMES AT 
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES 

S.A.B, for list and prompt 
attention to 

Jeresgrove Ltd Computers 
Shell Buildings, Malt Mill Lane, 

Halesowen, West Midlands, 
Tel: 021 559 2081 

SOMERSE 

RAINBOW 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

Massive range of software in stock 
for BBC, COM 64, VIC-20, 
SPECTRUM, DRAGON, Rossendale, Lancs EB4 SSN ELECTRON, 2X81 Tot 0708 218361 Pees apaeen COMPUTASOLVE 70) } |soysicts tnertacesCascne units 4 1 Genin Parade, St Marts Padi Inronicdon ones HCW — 

(64P3. Reference Guides etc). Den Mandy Sond apm, COMPATIB! 
Ore oy sped WITH ALL 
eee POPULAR HOME 
and software in the area contact: 
VICTORIA ROAD, YEOVIL, SOMERSET COMPUTERS. 

TEL: 0935 26678. 

Tel: 01-390 S138 
Open 9.30-18.30 Mon-Sat PROBLEMS WITH 

YOUR MACHINE? 

Address: 

Tel. No 
Open Hrs: 

Contact (Office Use Only): 
{| Post To: H.C.W. (Shops & Dealers), 1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB 
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HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

01-437 0699 
EXT 341. 

Lineage: 

35p per word Ss = 
Semi display: £7.10 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings discounts. 

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid. 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request) 

COMPUTER 
CABINETS 
A range of 

cabinets and 
housing units 

especially 
designed for your 
home computer 
system. Keep it 

dust free, tidy and 
secure. 

Send S.A.E. for 
colour brochure 

MARCOL CABINETS 

PO BOX 69, SOUTHAMPTON 
Tol: 0703 731168 

urglar Alarm equipment, Pl 
isit our 2,000 sq.ft. Showrooms or 

write or phone for your free 
catalogue. C.W.A.S. Lid, 100 
Rooley Avenue, Bradford BD6 
IDB. Telephone 0274 731532 

BOOKS & 
PUBLICATIONS 

Popping, Break dancing. Teach 
yourself. Loose stamp for details. 
Dance Publications, 136 Monkhill 
Lane, Pontefract WE8 IRT 

HCW 
YOUR SOFTWARE 
SUPERMARKET. 

Software exchange. Swap your used 
software. £1.00 per exchange 

only. S.A.E. 
(HCW), 15 

sheffield SS 9GB. Tunwell Greave 

{Phe contents of this publication, including all articles, plans, drawings and py 
ons Ltd. All rights conferred by the Law of Copy 

reserved to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd and any reprods 
Publi 

Specific 
1984 Argus Specialist Publications Lid 
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Part exchange your unwanted soft 
ware for new titles at half price. 
S.A.E, for details. NCC, 12 York 
Close, Barton, Beds MK4S 4QB. 

EASTER COUR! 
FOR CHILDREN 
— Now booking! 

Adult courses as usual 
Ring: COMPUTER WORKSHOP 

on 01-318 5488 
4 Lee High Road, Lewisham 

London SE13 

Orie Software Library. Two weeks 
hire £1, Annual Membership £5 
Stamp for list. Les Wilson, 100 
Blenheim Walk, Corby, Northants. 
Computer Hire from £1 per week 
Try before you choose before you 
buy. Contact Computer World, 208 
Kent House Road, Beckenham 
Kent. Tel: 01-778 0479. 
Commodore 64 software library. 2 
weeks hire £1. Annual membership 
£5. Stamp for list. Les Wilson, (C) 
100 Blenheim Walk, Corby, 
Northants. 
‘Commodore 64 game cartridge hire 
from only £1.50 for ten days. 
Details from Cartridge City, 25, 

jaitside Drive, Aberdeen. Tel 
(0224) 37348 
Hire a computer from ZX81 up 
wards for a week or a year. We also 
buy and sell second-hand com 
puters, magazines and books 
Business & Computer Services, 
294a, Caledonian Road, London NI 
IBA, Tel: 01-607 0157. 

KENILWORTH SCETWARE 
TI-99/4A : 

CASSETTE INTERFACE LEADS 
SINGLE £5.40 
DUAL £6.90 

9 Dencer Drive, 
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Send your requirements to: 
Debra Stupple 
ASP LTD. 
1 Golden Square, 

Superb illustration 01 836 3653 

LIBRARIES 

VIC-20 & 
VECTREX LIBRARY 
now available 

Details to 
DUKERIES SOFTWARE 

39 HIGH STREET, 
WARSOP: 

NR. MANSFIELD, 
NOTTS 

COMMODORE 64. 
GAMES LIBRARY 

Over 230 titles, all originals, Hin first two games absolutely free. L membership only £6. Join wow on money back approval 
Send for details to 

64 Games L 
re Software L 

BBC/Dragon software library 
Membership £5.00 — Tapes £1 
(+23p postage). Stamp for details. 
E, Tucker, 8 Springwood Estate, 
Grimston Road, Sough Wootton, 
King’s Lynn, Norfolk 
Spectrum library. Two weeks hire 
£1.00. Life membership £4.00. First 
2 tapes free hire. Send stamped 
S.A.E. “Softbypost’” 49 Stratton 
Street, Wolverhampton. 
Spectrum library. Two weeks hire 
£1.00. Membership £5.00. Stamp 
for lists. Hire-soft, 113 Broomfield 
Road Marsh Huddersfield 

ZX81 — Spectrum. We can now 
offer out-of-guarantee repairs by 
‘our Computer De 
have had over three years experience 
servicing Sinclair Computer pro: 
ducts. Price including p&p. ZX81 
£11.50; 16K Ram — £9.95; Spec 
trum — £18.75. Send with cheque or 
PO. TV. Service of Cambridge, 
French's Road, Cambridge CB4 

‘Our engineers 

3NP. Phone (0223) 311371 

ums and all copyright and all other intellectual 
ty rights and by virtue of 

London WIR 3AB 

COMMODORE REPAIRS. 

BUNCE & SON 
ygton Road, Burnhs 
"FBQ. Tel: (06286), 

NEW IN THE NORTH WEST 
2X81 & Spectrum Repair 

& Add-on Specialist 
is Eiecroale Compoorals 

Open Yam-8pm Monday-Saturday 
MANCOMP LTD. 

Printworks Lane, Levenshulme, 
‘Manchester M19 3JP 

061 224 1888 

Model 
with power pack and 

£350. Tel: 0455 611479 

Portable computer Tandy 
100. Comple 

ALL YOUR 
CASSETTE NEEDS 
Blank cassettes C15 with case 40p 
Labels in Blue, white or Yellow, 20 for 
360. inlay cards in Bive, Yellow, Red 
Green, Orange or Purple, 20 for 60p. 
Uprary cases 9p each, Postage on 

‘each complete order 600 
Stonchorn Ltd. 59 Mayfield Way, 

Barwell, Leicester. LE9 8BL 

SOFTWARE 
APPLICATIONS 

SPECTRUM KOPYKAT 
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE 

Siemply the best. Copying any pr 
snow as easy as LOADing and 

SAVEing your own programs. Any 
‘ZX Spectrum program can be backed 

fresh tape. Even programs 
not be stopped can now be 
100 per cent machine code 

file names. Copies headerless 
ECTRUM KOPYKAT uses 0) 

cop 
Prin files 
Program area so full ize programs cover 41.7K (9K for 16K machines) can be copied. PLUS FREE Header Reader program. Despatched by first class return of 

pos. Send cheque/PO for £4.95 0: 
MEDSOFT 

61 Arden Road, Doncaster, 
South Yorks DN2 5ER. 

IT. CAN EVEN COPY ITSELF 

property rights therein belong to Argus 
ternational copyright conventions are 

SSNO264-4991 



BACK-UP 
TAPE COPIERS 

SPECTRUM 16/48K £4.95 

WALLTONE LTD. 
Crown Courtyard, Bridge Street, 

Evesham, Worcestershire 

@ COPYMATE 64 @ 
A back-up utility for COMMODORE 
64. Will make security copies of most 
cassette based software. Supplied on a 

cassette with full instructions. 

HORIZON SOFTWARE, 
15 Bamburg Close, Corby, 

Northants NN18 9PA 

BACK-UP COPIES. ALL types of FETRUM program (inc. iy with MAN) 
EY BACK UU ARAN” features. 

TEE you are not 
DRIVE copie Base five STORS progr ADS in all progr TINUOUSLY 

MASSIVELY saving you ti 

{s.$0 with M/DRIVE 
5 STARS FROM THE 

HOW REVIEW, WITH 
100% RATINGS! 
TERM (DHO) 

16 Stonepit Drive, Cotiin 
Mkt Harborough, Le 

SUPER BREAKER — 
For the Commodore 64, this utlity 
wil back-up most popular cassette 
Programs onto tape or disk 
Supplied on cassette with full 
Isntructions, For fast turn round of 
(Orders, by First Class Post, Rush £4.99 fie 

CLARK KENT SOFTWARE 
26 Northcape Walk, CORBY 

Northants NN18 900 
Strictly for personal use only 

SOFTWARE 
EDUCATIONAL 

‘O'-ACES 
PHYSICS 1 

COMPUTER STUDIES 
FOR DRAGON 32K 

ELECTRON, BBC 32k 
4100 MULTI-CHOICE 
O-LEVEL QUESTIONS 
3 GAMES PLUS REVISION 

USED IN SCHOOLS AND. 
APPROVED BY TEACHERS 

A hard fought battle against time ould result in your being awarded your coconut at tne oasis. Colour. sound. Graphics ‘Only 690 each Inc D&D Send off now —no stamp needed 
‘Sunland Software, NWBC, 
Freepost, Sunderiand, SR1 188 

‘Agcess welcome 
Now avaliable: Geoaraphy, ‘chemistry for Electron, Bac $2k ‘SAE, FOR MORE DETAILS 

HE 

ISIS VIDEO. 
Specialists in Educational software, 
Software and text books. Software 
packages from ABC to A level. Many 
major publishing houses included in 
‘our comprehensive catalogue covering | ‘most popular home/school computers 

Write stating model to: 
ISIS VIDEO aicw), 

Crown Works, Chruch Road, Norbiton, Kingston, Surrey 

_——— 
SOFTWARE CENTRE 

THE EDUCATIONAL 
SOFTWARE specialists. 
Large S.A.E for lists. 

52A Bromham Road, 
Bedford 

Tel: Bedford 44733 

SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

Spectrum 16/48K ‘*Raquel’* 
resents her games collection forage 
16 up only. (State age when order 
ing). ‘Only £3.99. I. Brooks, 17 
Malvern Flats, Coleman Street, 
Southend, Essex. 

TOP 100 
SPECTRUM GAMES 
2 FOR THE PRICE OF ONE 

SAE FOR LIST 
BEEDUS SOFTWARE 

102 Beatty Road, Stanmore, 

New!!! TRADEWIND 
48K Spectrum 

Colour Graphic Adventure 

£5 from WO SOFTWARE(H), 
Hiltop. St Mary, Jersey, C.1 

Texas TI-99/4A cassettes: | 
lantis Invaded' 

AL 
underwater ad. 

Depth Charge Attack” 
battleship hunts submarine: 3 

“Caterpillar Crunch’ — eat or be 
4. “Fighter Pilot” — aim 

your gunsight. Prices — £4.95 any 
iwo programs: £5.95 any three 
£6,95 all four. Send cheque or P.O. 
to P. M. Williams, | New Road, 
Melbourne, Royston, Herts 

AQUARIUS 
SOFTWARE (16K Games) 
THE MAZE 5.95 
Exciting new challenging 30 game 
ROBOT MINE 5.95 

Three screens of play 
BRICK A BRICK 4.95 

Traditional breakout style garne 
Make Cheques & POs payable to: 

ARGON ENTERPRISES 
21 Camden Close, Chadwell St. Mary, 

Essex RMIG SHT 
Trade enquiries on Basildon 27542 

PROBLEMS WITH 
YOUR MACHINE 

SCAN OUR 
SERVICE/REPAIR 

SECTIONS. 

TEXAS 

Gold Miner Selly Beans 
Tri-Light 
King To's Tomb 
(x Basic) 

Joysticks 
‘Quickshot 1 
Quickshor 2 
comes obit 
Marie 
Laser Zone 
Hunchback 

Miner 2008er (Rom) 7 

Books 
Ger Persea with 

SPECIAL 
OFFERS 

MARCH ONLY 

exper 
Moonbugay 
Kone 
Skramble 
Galaxy 

China Miner 
Vortex Raider 

Newport, 
Shropsbite 
THO 7EH 

Imagine Arcadia 
Frantic 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
HUGE OISCOUNTS off most computers 
SPECTRUM RRP 

DISCOUNT SOFTWAR 
45 Brunswick, Bracknell, Berks 

Dromeda Software. Quality ga 
for TI-99/4A, S.A.E. for details 
$6 Wells Street, Haslingden, Lanca 
shire BB4 SLS 

‘OVER 1000: 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMES: 
for the ATARI 800, 600X! 
VCS2600, BBC, CBS, CBMG4, 
‘CBM VIC20, INTELLIVISION, 

ORIC, SHARP MZ700, 
SPECTRUM & VECTREX. Sead SAE, for felt ning heh 

aks £1.98 Free Pox 
SANDY, BEDS SG19 1AC 

TI-99/4A 
STAINLESS SOFTWARE has a 
large catalogue of good quality 
programs for the TI-99/4A, 
with over 80 programs! 
For a copy, please send a large 
SAE to: 
Dept. HCW, 10 Alstone Road, 
Stockport, Cheshire SK4 SAH 

(MAIL ORDER ONLY) ~ 

LLAMASOFT!! 
awesome games 

software 

vic 20 
CBM 64 
ATARI 

SPECTRUM 
NOW IN BOOTS, LASKEYS & 
MANY RETAILERS, OR FROM 

49 MT. PLEASANT, 
TADLEY, HANTS, 

TEL: 07356 4478 

lease send S.A.E. for full 
LOADE. ENTERPRISES, 
c/o Ensemble, 
3S Upper Bar, 

(0952) 813667 or #14292 

HOME COMPUTING 

Siren City 
Babble Bas 
Widows Revenge 
Hustler 

Pharoats Tomb 
Xeno I 16K 

SOPHISTICATED 
GAMES for VIC 20 

VIC CRICKET Realistic game of skill 
and luck with all the major rules of| 
Cricket correctly interpreted. Full 
Scorecard, printer and game save 
facilities. Needs 16K expansion. 

‘ss, 

postponed games, ete 
N tches also playa the VIC will even make the cup drav 
Printer and game save, Needs. 16K 
‘expansion, £5.99" 
WHODUNNIT? Twelve guests have 
gathered for drinks at Murder Manor. 
However one of them has more than 
drinks on his mind, Theilling detective 
game for one to si 

ly differ 
Needs 8K expansion, 

OP OF THE PO 
‘game about the mi 
Your own records and see them climb 
the chart, Printer and ga 
facilities. Needs 8K expansior 

namie the suspects! 
£4.99" 

Money making 

VIC PARTY 4 contains MASTER. 
WORD. A DAY AT THE RACES 
GAME X (Strip Poker), and CO! 
SEQUE! Four aes ranging 
from the setious to the ridiculous, All 
‘good fun — nothing offensive, Needs 
atleast 3K expansion, £5.99 

Sophisticated Games, 
Dept HCW, 27 Queens Road, 
Keynsham, Avon BS18 2NO 

Tol: 02756 3427 
Write for details of our full range. 

* P&P free (UK) only. All games sold subject to our conditions of sae, which {are avelabie on reques 

MICROSONIC 
Software for the unexpanded 
71.99/48 
SPACE VAULTS £3.95 
A maze type game in which 
you must collect the credit 
cards and rob the master 
computer whilst being 
chased by the armed guards, 
HANGMAN & 
MASTERMIND £4.25 
Hangman: Find the countrys’ 
name in this entertaining 
game for up to 5 players. 
Masterbrain: Guess the 
numbers and colours as in 
the popular boardgame of 
Mastermind. 
Piease send cheques! POs to 
Microsonic, 85 Malmesbury Rd., 
Cheadle Huime, Cheadle, 
Cheshire, Sk8 70. 
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TEXAS 

GUARANTEED 

QUALITY SOFTWARE 

Low ‘cost 

DISCOUNTS 
* 

FREE DELIVERY 
* 

SEND SAE FOR LIST 
AND FULL DETAILS TO: 

MICRO-BYTE SOFTWARE 
11 SAINT MARY'S AVENUE, PURLEY, 

READING BERKSHIRE RGB 88) 

Spectrum Jetpac 16/48K. Jetman 
48K £4.70 each incl p&p. R. Brown, 
81 Brownlee Road, Law, Carluke 
ML8 SID 

[7 TI-99/4A SOFTWARE 
Any three fantastic games for only 

1S. 35 titles to choose from 
For full list S.A.E. 10: 

BINBROOK SOFTWARE, 
Sutton Park, 

BBC/Electron utilities: ‘Clone 2° 
copies 99% tape software, ‘Biscom’ 
upgrades most Acornsoft/Program 
Power (and much other) gan 
software to disk, £3.95 (tape) and 
£4.95 (disc) mescape', 38 
Wooburn Green, Bucks HP10 0ET 

TI-99/4A Yahtzee free. Details only 

S.ALE 
Brighton BNI 8UF 

Atari 400 cartridges urgently re 
quired. Top prices. Write only 
L. Sutherland, 14 Middlefield 
Crescent, Aberdeen. 
Spectrum software collector will 
buy original games and business 
programmes for half original retail 
price. Send list of good condition 
tapes (boxes and inlay cards must 
not be damaged) to: Mark Murphy, 
Windermere, Cherrywood Road, 
Loughlinstown, County Dublin, 
Ireland, 
Do you write your own software? 
But have probiems selling it. Write 
to A.J. Leach for an unrivalled deal 
6, Melton Crescent, Seaton Sluice, 
Tyne & Wear 

* URGENT x 
Top Spectrum software needed 
‘urgently for UK distribution. Good 
royalties or cash paid for quality 
games, utlities and educational 
Programs. Send tape with large 

SAE. to Gamma Software, 
18 Milverton Road, London NW6 

RECRUITING? 
SELLING A PRODUCT? 

OR A SERVICE? 
GET MAXIMUM BENEFIT FOR 

YOUR MONEY 

FIND OUT ABOUT OUR WHOLE 
RANGE OF PUBLICATIONS IN: 

COMPUTING 
VIDEO 

RADIO 

ELECTRONICS 

ASP CLASSIFIED 
01-437 0699 
(We take Access and Barclaycard) 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

PREFERRED CLASSIFICATION 

Tel: 01-437 0699, 
Name 

Please place my advert in Home Comp) 
Please indicate number of insertions req) 

ing Weekly for 

Page §4 HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 27 March 1984 

weeks. 

CLASSIFIED DEPT 
1 Golden Square, 

Advertise nationally for only 35p per word 
(minimum charge 15 words). 
Simply print your message in the coupon and 
send with your cheque or postal order made 
payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd to: 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY, 
London WIR 3AB 



Taskset 8 @"37"" 
We're only writing games, and we're only writing for the 64. Rely on us to bring you the greatest games, 

The complete deep 
space saga. A radical 
joystick action can bring 
inspired flexibility anda 
horrific kill-rate. 
outstanding graphics 
include highly detailed 
craft and lots more than 
eight sprites at once. A 
full music and effects 
sound track 
accompanies the action. 
All these features 
combine with player 
options and a top 20 hi- 
score table to set new 
standards in hi-tech 
slaughter. 

SUPER PIPELINE 
Keep the pipeline open. Foreman Fred and 

the greatest concepts and the greatest value. 

A brand new character 
game. Poor old Bozo, all 
he has to do is to get 
home after a night out 
with the lads. That's 
easy until a wobble 
becomes a lurch and a 
stagger. Later into the 
night, all rules go out of 
the window as he 
disbelieves what's 
happening in front of his 
blood-shot eyes. An epic 
journey with ultra- 
‘smooth graphics and 
sprites which run rings 
round normal games. 

All available now on cassette or disk. 
Plumber Pete have their work cut out. The evil 
ladderman drops metal wedges to plug the 
pipeline ~ and only Pete can fix ‘em. Pete trusts ——-— 
Fred to defend him against the six-legged io 
Venusian pipe spiders and the hard case lobster = 
while he knocks out the plugs and restores the 2 
flow. Full accompanying music and effects, 
options and hi-score table. 

JAMMIN’ 
Unlike anything else, a totally musical game yet 
highly colourful. Guide Rankin’ Rodney through 
the top 20 mazes — each with an interactive rock 
sound track. Gather the instruments and make a 
band but watch out for bum-notes, dischord and 
that most deadly effect ~ distortion. If you've 
never heard the full music capabilities of the 64, 
grab an instrument and join the band. 

COSMIC CONVOY 
Just surviving is not good enough in this giant convoy. Control 
three fighters at once, to defend the huge transporters as they ply 
between the planets. Only those transports reaching planetfall will 

entire fleet. Which freighters must be sacrificed to get most cargo 
to the next planet. Full sound options and hi-score table complete 
the arcade package. 

gain galactic credits, and no-one expects promotion for losing the 
‘TASKSET LTD ~ The Specialists 
Naturally, everything we've written for 
the 64 is available on either cassette or 
disk 
Selected titles available from 
WH Smith, Boots, Menzies and all good 
computer stores. 
Major distributors include 
Microdealer UK, Websters, Centresoft 
and PCS. 
All games are the exclusive copyright of 
Taskoet Limited. All rights are reserved. 
Be warned, infringement of those rights 
isan offence. 
(© MCMLXXXIV TASKSET LTD 

See you at the P.C.G. SHOW 
where else? stand 42 

cassette disk 

SV A 
4 6 



VIC 20 OWNERS UNEXPANDED 

“HANDLE THE 
\ CHALLENGE? 

ide in a race of nerve and daring, Ri 
push your turbo bike to its limits 

a against your most cunning 
y Opponent — the computer. Beat 

its champion by leaving lethal 
tracks in your wake...speeding 

iy deftly around the screen leaves 
y room for only one victor— 

A - 4, \y don't let it be VIC! 

rs F \)A\ 4itruro Road. St. Austell. Cornwall PL25 SJE. Tel: 0726 3456 

, “On cassette 25.50 each A = > # 
Selected titles available from larger branches of Boots, John Menzies, Spectrum. Computers for All and all good computer shops. 


